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.Sales tax ~
pff)posed
forcity.

Men's hoops

,.

@®Wllil . .

UND,NDS~
~

□ Thescsu · men's basketball t~m
swept the University of North Dakota '
and North Dakota State for the first
time in 10 years.
Senior Jon
Hinzman 1¢ all
scorers against

.

Events center could
increase sales tax by
1 percent if passed

NDSUwith28

by Kristin Albrecht ·
CO-NEWS EDITOR

JON HINZMAN

,Huskies
Saturday night

The . proposed Centi-al Minnesota ~egional
Events Center was once again one of the main

:7~~~-~~ts.

~t~i~g~\ _f-1onday's . St. Clo~d City·" Council

$CSU cun:ently trails Mllnk1'to $tate
by oi:ie_game for second place in the
North Central Conference. ,, ~
See slol)', Page 11

The city councirpassed a resolution asking the'
MinneSOta-Legislature to allow the city to increase
saleS tax as much as I percent to pay for tfie local
half of the ·events center funding.
"Basically this allows for the next step ln the
process to move forward," sa.id_Johri Severson, ciiy
council member and member of the events center , ta;k force.
.
.
Severson Said ihe·council is looking to have up
to a 0.5 ·percent tax · if ~~~ tax needs to be _ '"
ifflptcrfietJmt.~~
resolution rcad~st
percent is that it is necessary to have that language
in the bill for the state legislature.
·
"I think we would need that amount, 0.5 to a
whole I percent; to pay .for.Jhe. .center within 20
..years,~id St. Cloud Cit}' C£?uncil President Sonja ·
Hayden B2r&. , ·1 _ iu ~ ,\,.-~ M:C!!i t:,,.,
. _
, "Passing the resolution means we have passed
one of our ITlain stumbling blocks," said John
Baker, SCSU Student Govemmerit representative
for the events center.
_
The resolution that passed is basically leaving.
the city coUncil with_some optiqns.
"It is' not my intentiqn Jo do this sal~ tax
increase," Severson said. He said he would rather
see the businesses that wouid benefit from the
center to give a one-time gift

r

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR •

Schoqls,

students· , and

faculty

included in the Minnesota State College
d" and Unjversity system could benefit

from the state's recent budget surplus. The student-faculty legislative
agenda included in the Minnesota State
Univi;isity. Student Association's· 1998
State Legislative Plitfonn is asking for
$50 · million
for
educational
enhancements, tuition stabilization,
faculty development, equipment and
~hnology.
The Minnesota Legislature usually
puts budgets together during odd
numbered years, but . because · <:>f the
state's recent budget surplus, a coalition
of six student arul faculty organizations,
including MSUSA, are asking for the
$50 million, according to Elsbeth
Howe, associate director of University
and Government Relations for MSUSA.
The other five organizations
involved in the srudent-facu!ty agenda
ar.e · the InJ:er Faculty Organization,
Minnesota Community College Student
Association, ·Minnesota Comn;i.unity
College · Faculty AssociatiOn, United
Technical College Educators and
Minnesota Technical College Faculty
Association.
,~
The $50 million would go· into
MnSCU's base funding to be used for
tuition relief, faculty and Staff
development, employment partnei:_ships
and equipment, Howe said.
'"The more money MnSCU can get
from the legislature, the less reason they
have to raise tuition," Howe said.

Go m SURPLUS, PAGE 7•

""'

St. Cloud resident Rob Rollofl·oUheteam Those Meddling Kids celebrates with
teammates after leading ttie· lrivia contest at hour 22. Those Meddling Kids
finished first overall with team tota_lof 12,915_points.

_fl!,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_

a
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Representative looks at MnSCU system

e',eases
J_oe"Op·a. tZ,Ii_
repqrt qn MnSCU .
policies, politics

the average funding for state instit~tions in
Minnes_ota for fiscal year 199~.

·amount for depa.rtments.
As a result, according to, the report, IWO-

wiit!o~~u~~~~;

!t:~e~;:~~t~~n~u0~~esc::i:. money per

;;:in :~::;~gb~v~it~~~by,Nicole WimJ:,erger
four to five percentage
points, ·said
Roger
STAFF WRITER
Struthers,.
Student
Possibility for improvement can be fourid in Govemincnt
finance
many _ sitllations encountered daily, but committee ehainnan.
recommendations for this· ,improvement . are ·
Schools are provided
often not formulated.
_
with a "base" ampunt of
However, State· Refl, Joe Opatz D-Oi!i,t. ~oney. That is, a certain · • JOE OP~TZ 16A, has seen an opportunity for improvement cost is predetennined to run each type of
and elaborated on his ideas in his report ''lbe department . within the school. A school will
Policy and Politics of the MnSCU Allocation receive the· amount of money detennined
Process" as of December 1997.
.
necessary for the departments it has. Extra
Described and critiqued in this.report is the funding is given in addition to this "base"
1997 funding process used by MnSCU when amount to allow for increased enrollment and
allocating money.
·
extra support staff. ;..
"One consequence of.~tbe · current funds
A smaller school may not require as many
procedure is SCSU is almost 15 percent below support staff, but still (lu~lifies foi: the· base
L

~~:~~,b~t ~~~n~a~a~~t:~~u%~~

~o~!;~r
be as great as it is," Struthers said. - •
Several steps are taken -to dclertl)ine the
amount of money a!Jocatcd to each institution.
Also, one-time funding is given (o schools.
A ~problem in this, according to the report, is
institutions have become accustomed to this
supposed one-time funding and ~ have
inCbi"porated this allocation into their budgets.
According to the report, the change in
allocation came· with a change in legislative
action in 1997~ It was incorporated by the
legislature, into statute, the manner in which
MnSCU di vides moneys to the schools within
the system for the J998 fiscal year.

Go TO OPATZ, PAGE 7 •
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CAMPUS & CoMMUNITY BRIEFS
Volleyball-A-Thon
raises more than
$10,000 for MDA

has proposed a "speak-out" for March 4.

people in the House of Piua pai1cjng lot,

The "speak-out" ~ill take place- in St.
Cldud City Council Chambers. Meyer has

grazing ~he himd of a 17-year-old.

asked area leaders to assemble on ~3!1. 29 and
discuss how the St. Cloud community can

improve diversity relations. This will be the·

Te.ams participating in a weekend SCSU
Volleyba11-A-Thon at SCSU raised $10,929 for
the MuscuJ,r Dystrophy Association.
The 10th annual event, sponsored by the
SCSU chapter cf the American Marketing
Asoociarion, attracted 42 teams to Halenbeck
Hall from Jan. 31 to Feb. I.
·

Workers, 11220; 9) Panties WAAAY To

. _Tight, 11150; 10) Sigma Phi Nothing, 10520;

Martin was sentem;ed · as a juvenile in
II) A Few Screws Loose, · 10115; 12) No
HennepinCounty.Smithwassentencedco42 · Static At.All, 10090; l3); The Cappaccino
months in prison for his role in the shooting. · Awareness Gf<?up, 10060; 14) Ken's BBQ
Beef, 9815; 15) Mmm Haggistlelper? I'm
Staying!, 9660; 16) South Park Alumn!,
9645; 17. Loose Meat Sandwiches, 9570; 18)
· Society .for Creative Anarchism, 8995; 19)
Neo-SPAMarchistS, 8Q90; 20) I, 3, 7,
Trimethylxanthene, 8850.

pre-even! to-l.he "speak-out."

Nineteenth annual

August drive-by
results ,in three

trivia weekend has

first-time winner

. prison sentenc~

Those Meddling Kids won its first
championship in the 19th annual KVSC
Jonathan Woods, 26, was sentenced to Trivia Weekend (see story in Diversions).
three years in prison Friday in Steams County
Following is a list of the top 20 finishers:
, Courthouse, closing the book oil the ~pie I) Those Meddling Kids, 1291.5; 2) Learned
Travis Zimmerman has resigned as director
involved in the drive-by shooting.
.Pigs & Fireproof Wonien, 12755; 3) GOI, · of the St Cloud Area American Indian Center to
Woods. was the driver on Aug. 15 when
12560; 4) Voodoo Dolls, 12355; 5) Rich accept a full-rim! position with the· Boys and
Ol""\e of the other two members in the Mustang . Corinthian Leather, 11885; 6). Cowboy Dale Girls Club fQ\" the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe,
St. Cloud Mayor I..'.any Meyer wants to get convenible, Demetrius Martin and Michael skips to the Loo, 11630; 7) Animal House, but said he will stay active with the center.
to the heart of the area's racial strife. So he Thomas Smith, fired a shot into a crowd of 11425; 8) Non-Essential Government
A search to fill his position has been Started.

Head of American

Indiat\ Center resigns

Mayor proposes

community 'speak.out' for March

'WHAT'S

STATE

HAPPENING
TUESDAY
lz Wuz & The Tide
8 p.m. in The Quarry. lz Wuz
'& The Tide plays as the
spotlight band of the week.

WEDNESDAY
lnteri:iational Symposium
11 a.m. in North Voyageur '
Roo"m of Atwood Memorial
Center.

Women on Wednesday
·1 p.m. in South Voyageur
Room of Atwood Memorial
Center.
•

·

The Twin Cities
Community Gospel
Choir
Auadft~~~~. Kimberly A. Ritsche

THURSDAY
'My Best Friend's
Wedding'

Teacher caught
steaming up
windows with
14-year-old lover •Paper goes
scandal-less in
The former grade school teacher
who had sex with a 13-year-old boy Springfield
and gave binh to his child was s"ent
back to prison for nearly seven and
a half years Friday after the_twowere caught together again.
Mary Kay LeToumeau, 35, and
her teenage loVer were found
Tuesd;i.y in a parked car with the
windows steamed up. Prosecutors
said they found $6,200 in cash,
men's and infant's clothing and her ,
passport. LeTourneau had · gotten
out of jail just a month earlier on
Jhe condition she stay away from

IN IIIsTORY•••

12YFARSAGO...

SCSU delegates damaged their
hotel room at a Minnesota State
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
- Universities Student Association
Theatre. The film will 81so play assembly.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
Student senator Scott Johannas
at the same time and place.
and stude nt Tom Meagbour
damaged their room at the Thrifty
Scot Motel in Winona, Minn. The
damage included a broken lamp
MONDAY
and ashtray from the commons
President's Day
area and smoke damage from a
. No classes and all university
pizza box being set on fire.
buildings closed. 1
•
The smoke alann battery was
broken after smoke damage to the
room caused the alarm to go off
and the two tried to dismantle it.
The damage totalled $174.96.
To submit infonnation for the
SCSU Student Senate President
events calendar, mail it to
Marty McDofmugh
read
an
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
apology from the two SCSU
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301·4498.
delegates at the Executive Session.
In another matter, Winona Stale
Student Senate President Mike
Ericson
said the tardiness of both
News .. ....... .... ... ...... . .... ..... ....3-7
Mankato·
State
and SCSU
Commentary/ Opinion ....... 9/ 10
delegates should be of some
Sp9rts ........... ........... ........ ... .... 11
concern.
Diversions .. ...... ....... .. ... ..... .. 15
Classifieds ......... .. ... ......... ....... 18

Index

& NATION BRIEFS

the boy, now 14: On Friday, Judge
Linda Lau se,nt her back to prison to
serve out the suspended ponion of
her sentence.

After gi~ing its ieadefs a _one~
day break Thursdily;'tfie Springfield
State Journal-Register resumed its
coverage of the sex scandal that has
obsessed Washington.
One woman e-mailed the
managing editor and said she was
very thankful the paper went
scandal-rree Wednesday.
Wednesday's editi6n. of the
65,00(}.-circulation newspaper was
scoured Carefully for all references

to Monica Lewinsky and · her
purported affair with President Bill ·
Clinton. Front-page pictures of. the
pair canied a: red slash through
them.

Police officer
gives child
molester job a,t
school fair'
Even dressed as McGruff the
Crime Dog, a friend and role mcxiel
to kids all over the nation, Alfred
Thuiman couldn't get away with
inappropriately touching children.
Thunnan, rl, had been checked
out of jail on Gila River Indian
Reserv<}tion by tribaJ police officer
Mario Molina. Molina needed a

replacement for an officer who
usually~ plays McGruff but was
unavailable.
.
Molina went to the jail and asked
for a trustee, an inmate who because
of gocxl behavior, is allowed to be on
work crews. Molina failed to ask
what Thunnan was in jail for.At ~the fair, several parents
thought McGruff was· couching the
children
inappi-opriately
and
repo<teQ ii IO the school principal.
When Thurman table ' l Ke
McGruff mask, one of his vjctim's
and the victim's mother recognized

him.
Thunnan is 'rerving a two-year
sentence for indecent exposure,
attempted sexual conduct with a
minor and sexual mO!estation 1of a
child.
,. r
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Unive~ity officials address racial l\1EChA to
issues at weekly campus meeting present

annual
College,·Day

by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

SCSU President Bruce Grube; Vice
President of Administrative Affairs Gene
Gilchrist, students and faculty addressed
Student Government about administration's
community program to combat racism
Thursday evening during the open gallery

by Julia Peterson
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

session.
President Grube first discussed a state bill

proposing to give $12 million to under-funded
colleges. He said if the bill passed, SCSU

would receive $6.9 million in funding ..
Gilchrist handed students four-page inserts .
distributed with Thursday's editon of the
University Chronicle. According to the
document, the purpose of the inserts and the
actions are to acknowledge that the university
administration needs to do more to prevent
racism, hate crimes and racial harassment. The
programs goals are to combat racism, racial
harassment an~ enhance cultural diversity. The .
five-point program includes: A Rededication
to the University Commitment; Education, Julia Peterson/AssoCfATE 'EDrrOR
Training

and

Prevention;

Intervention,

~ie;!~as~on ~~~!~~~!;~s; a~dtab~!~i;i~; MJ:
University's Commitment and Role in 1hc
Region.
Grube said the program is a temporary
outline of adminstration 's goals. He stressed
that it is a working document. He gave an open
invitation to students to add their ideas,
suggestions and Comments. In addition Grube ·
said, "Some areas will move quickly and other
areas will be slower." He said curriculum will
especially take more time 10 develop.
In last Thursday's Student Government
meeting, members of Council of African
American Students, First People, Movimiento
Esiudi,antil Chicano de Aztl.in, Student
Coalition Against Racism and students
addressed Student Government senators. They
told senators of their daily experiences with
racism in the residential halls and in the
community. They also discussed racial
harassment in Mitchell Hall, Halenbeck Hall,
Perkins, Cobom's, Crossroads Shopping
Center and by the St. Cloud Police
Department.
Junior Rob Callahan, chainnan of First
People, said this week's meeting was different ·
from last week's, because during the week the
cultural organizations talked with Student
Government senatoJs and found out
administratipn had been lying to both parties.
He said this week, CAAS, First People,
MEChA, and SCAR were willing _to work
with Studeni Government.
Callahan said the insen in University
Chronicle was a public relations move for
administration. Callahan said he thought the
insen was a poor commitment ·10 SCSU's "no

SCSU President Bruce Grube speaks on racial issues Thursday night at the
Student Government weekly meeting in Atwood Memorial Center.
tolerance" policy on racism. "Nothing has
been done," he said.
He said the purpose of the advertisement is
to keep students believing administration has
taken action towards diversity issues.
Tamra! Tademe, human relations professor
and SCAR adviser, said dealing with racism is
not about packaging. 'There is a lot of talk and
no action," Tademe said. "Don't let this little
pamphlet fool yoU."
According- to senator-at-large Brian
Thompson, Student Government is making
efforts to work with students of color and
administration on .racism issues. they have
sponsored Cultural Diversity Week. They are
curren·tly working on a mandatory cultural
diversity class, improving the cultural center"
and obtaining a legal advocate.
Junior and MEChA member - Alfredo
Garcia said the insert was co,mparabl~ to Nazi
propaganda. He t9re the insert in half and
dropped it on the floor while saying, ''This is
propagand.a, and. this is what I think o~ it."
Lee Bird, d1~ctor of Student Life and
Development, said she was very angry about
the comments she heard from students and
faculty.
Tademe also encouraged Student
Government to assemble and make its own
plan of action. "You are the ones who are
going to clean up the mess, not the faculty and
administration." Tademe said the best race
relation programs in the country are those in
which students, administration and Student
Government work together in an active
partnership to solve race problems.

"An anti-racism program to be proud of
would be student-monitored and multi-racial,"
he said. "Students should run the partnership."
Sophomore Amy Hanson, senator at large,
said her personal goal is to work with all
students, faculty and administration. "I know
there's a lot of hostility," Hanson said. "People
say it's students against administration, but
hopefully we can all come to some kind of
understanding." She said she wanied speci fi c
answers to the questions senators ask
administration regarding their commitment to
diversity.
Senior Matt Trombley, chairntan for the fee
allocation
committee,
said
Student
Government needs to take more aggressive
efforts on racism issues.
"It's up to Student Government to intiate
the conversations," Trombley said. "Monday,
I'm headed to the cultural center council
meeting to talk about the cultural center.
Students of color have been talking with
Margaret Vos, director of Atwood Memorial
Center, about improvements they would like to
see in the cultural center."
Trombley explained state allocated funds
are used for Academic Affairs such as classes,
facilities and professors' salaries. Trombley
said Student Government will be making
recommendations to Gilchrist to spend some
of the $6.9 million on diversity issues.
Callahan-said students have been excluded
in administration's program on combatting
racism.

Go ro MEETING, PAGE 5

The second annual College Day
.presented by Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztl~n will be held April 24.
Similar to last year's La ~aza College
Day, Chicano/Latino high school
students will visit SCSU during the day
and a fiesta will be held in the evening.
J?~ring their visit, the s~udents will
expenence classes, meet with MEChA
and see the programs that are offered
here.
MEChA member Teresa Imholte,
junior, said · the College Day is very
important
because
historically,
Ch'icano/Latino students have not had the
opi,onunity or the encouragement to
attend college.
''This is really important to bring our
people into school," Imholte said. "We're
· showing them it is possible."
MEChA
member
Marisela
Tototzintle, sophomore, said the high
school students will have a meeting with
MEChA and see the Cuauhtemoc
Danzantes, an indigenous dance group
from SCSU and the Twin Cities.
Tototzintle said the meeting is
planned to discuss with high school
students the obstacles .they face. The
meeting will be a one.-on-one dialogue
between 1_MEChA ,an~ .the. high school
students.
"We're letting them know their sisters
and brothers are in school," Tototzintle
said. "We have obstacles we have lo
overcome, but that makes us stronger."
In 1he evening a fiesta will be held,
which will iiiclude a ceremony done by
the Cuauhtemoc Danzantes. Imholte said
the fiesta is for everyone in the St. Cloud
"Our way, the jndigenous way, is to
involve community. We're showing thal
we need our elders and our community."
Tototzintle said last year many of the
high school students were juniors. She
said this year they will be especially
~~~t~~ on recruiting the seniors to
Tototzintle said other details of the
College Day ha,.ve not yet been planned,
bl!t they will be working on promotion
for the event.

Health Fair booth educates students
by John Hill

Fitness Program, the Counseling Center and the Health Services booth.
The Health Fair has been conducted for
Health Services. Some of the off-campus
Dorothy Nelson, a license.ct practicing more than 20 years and this will be the 10th
organizations include the YMCA, the Central nurse in Health Services, said many other consecutive year it has been done. The date of
Health Promotions is once again Minnesota Task Force, ihe
issues will be covered at the Health Fair has been changed from April
preparing for the upcoming Health Fair Red Cross and Planned
~
its booth.
to February.
which will take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Parenthood.
"We will be giving - "We thought we would get belier
Feb. 11 in the Atwood Memorial Center
JoAnne
Kane,
students infonnation about attendance when the weather is not so nice,"
ballroom.
,coordi nator of ADAPT,
insurance,
cost Reif said. "Last year we had 850 people visit
This event, which was put together by
the fair, and this year we are expecting around
~~:e
~:ii~i;:,.~~!1son said.a nd
Health Promotions, is designed to educate
1,000."
students and staff on the benefits of living a students will drive a
There will be many demonstrations taking
The coupon being
healthy lifestyle.
place throughout the day for students and
~:i::~di~s ~~n/n t!s~ staff.
"We will be doing health screening for :~ole~~zn:~~lle~u:ar
·
individuals, which include students and staff,
At noon, there will be 500 samples of stirto access one's lifestyle and determine how ulti~: ~°:!/g~~~~t~:~
fried steak and noodles conducted by the
healthy they are living," said Tony Reif, booth is to raise awareness
most prevalent sexually execu1ive ARA executive chef. At I p,m.
coordinator for Health Promotions.
about alcohol and other
transmitted disease among there will be a self-defense class. There will
The Heallh Fair will consist of 31 booths drugs," Kane said.
JoA.n ne Kane
young adu\L<;. "Forty to 70 be a massage therapy demonstration at 2 p.m.
from organizations located on and off
Students will be able to
ADAPT COORDINATOR
percent of infected people and an aerobics demonstration given at 3 p.m.
campus. Some of the on-campus obtain free testing for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ don·t show any symptoms
For more infonnation about the Health
organizations will
be Alcohol/Drug heari ng, vision, blood
and are unaware they are Fair, contact Health Promotions at 255-4850.
Awareness and Prevention Team, the Adult pressure, body fat and heighi and weight at infected," Reif said.
STAFF WRITER

===40•••'===

~ii1 ~o;~ ~:
t~~

The mai1' goal of
our booth is to
raise awareness
about alcohol
;~f~ai~s~~~~m~~~~\!~~~
and other drugs.
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Rosa Parks refused
to give up more
than her bus seat
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Rosa Parks is known
"Mother of the Civi I
Movement" for her famous
to give up her seat on a

as the
Rights
refusal
bus in

decicied to focus on segregation
where people lived and worked.
They wanted to focus on an area
that people depended on, so they
chose to take on the bus system.
At the same time, the Dexter
Avenue
Baptist Church in

Montgomery, Ala.

Montgomery hired a new minister,

Born on Feb. 4, 19 13. Parks had
to quit school when she was 16
years old to take care of her
grandmother.
She
married
Raymond Parks aiid lat.er earned
her high school diploma when she
was 20. Unfortunately, at that time
in Montgomery, there weren't
many jobs for educated black
women other than as a seamstress
or clerk.
Her husband was involved with
the
National
Association
Advancement of Colored People
long before Parks married him. But,
10 years after she earned her
diploma, Parks became the
secretary for the NAACP in
Montgomery.
In Montgomery, segregation
called for blacks to sit in the back of
the bus. There was also a section
between the black and white
sections where blacks could sit but
were forced to move to the back
when a white person boarded the
bus and needed a seat. Blacks paid
their fare in the front of the bus and
boarded through a back entrance.
Parks is most remembered for
the time she would not give up her
seat in 1955. However, in 1943, 1
Parks rebelled for the first time
against a white· bus driver. She
walked to the black section from
the front of the bus instead of
exiting after paying her fare and
going to the back. That day the .bus
driver physically threw her off the
bus.
In 1954, the ruling to
desegregate schools in Brown vs.
the Board of Education of Topeka,
Kan. excited many civil rights
leaders, but they knew it would not
be enough to bring desegregation to
other areas of life.
The Montgomery NAACP

Rev. Manin Luther King, Jr.
·
Then on Dec. I, 1955, Parks
boarded the Cleveland Avenue bus
and saw the same driver who had

thrown her off the bus in 1943.
Parks was tired from a long day at
work as a seamstress and took the
last seat available on the bus.
The driver told Parks 10 give her
seat up for a white man. Parks
refused to get up and waited while
the driver called the police.
"Why do ya'll push us around," was fed up then. I had been fed up Montgomery at that time, others around the country to speak on civil
were in line with his mentality of rights.
all my life."
Parks "asked the police officers.
In 1964, Parks worked on the
A leanct secretly printed at the non~iolence.
They told her, "I don't know, but
"Martin Luther King and that campaign for John Conyers, a
the law is the law, and you're under University of Alabama asked the
.
Detroit
lawyer who was running for
movement
were
going
to
showcase
50,000
blacks
in
Montgomery
to
arrest."
E.D. Nixon, head of the stay off the buses in support of the violence and hatred of others," Congress. Sht: convinced King to
support
the campaign. After the
Green
said.
Parks'
case.
People
walked
up
to
six
Montgomery NAACP, paid Parks'
Eight weeks into the protest, campaign was over, Parks had
miles to work in
bail.
He
become Conyers' receptionist. She
King's
home
was
bombed
on
Jan.
suppon
of
asked her to
30, 1956 and Parks and her family also represented him at several
Parl<s.
be the one to
Parks was received death threats. Activists in social functions.
challenge the
Riots erupted in Detroit in 1967
Montgomery filed to have the bus
found
guilty
of
segregation
segregation ruled unconstitutional by blacks who were upset with the
disordyrly
on the buses.
conditions
in the inner city. Parks
conduct
and
on
Feb.
2.
Les
Later that month, Parks. King was distraught because she had
fined $10 plus
Green, SCSU
seen
nonviolence
work.
and
90
others
were
indicted
for
coun
costs.
director of
Parks won the Manin Luther
After this. the staning an illegal boycoll.
Cultural
willingly
turned King, Jr. Peace Prize in 1980 and
blacks
in Everyone
Diversi1y,
themselves in. Photos of King and the Presidential Medal of Freedom
Montgome ry
said
Parks
decided to tum Parks being fingerprinted were in 1996.
was not the
In 1987, Parks began the
their
suppor1
of
published on the front page of the
first to refuse
Raymond and Rosa Parks Institute
Parks into a bus New York Times.
to give up her
In June, a federal cour1 ruled in of Self Development to teach
boycott.
seat. He said .
Inspired by favor of the buses. However, the children marketable skills and help
she
was
Les Green
King, the black Supreme
Coun
ruled
the them reach their highest potential.
chosen
to
SCSLJ DIRECTOR OF CULTURAL
people
of segregation unconstitutional on By 1988, she retired from Conyers'
represent the
DIVERSITY
office to work at the institute full
MOntgomery
Nov. 5.
.
black
engaged
in
Blacks could sit wherever they time.
community
In October of 1995, Parks joined
wanted on the bus by Dec. 2 1,
because she was respected within n_onviolent protest.
Though her ac1ions were
Facing some hard times, Parks, the stage with Louis Farrakhan,
the black and the white community.
- "She became the· best case to important to the country's history, her husband and mother, moved to leader of the Nation of Islam. She
suppon the African-Am~rican the Civi l Rights Movement would Detroit where her brother, Sylvester told the crowd she wanted to see all
communi1y," Green said. She was have progressed even if Parks had lived. Parks had been fired from her men work together.
A & E's "Biography" was the
seamstress job when the boycott
known as a forthright and honest not given up her seat.
source for
biographical
"I think things were moving staned.
woman.
For the next few years, Parks infonnation.
Parks had said, "It's not that I along at that time in our history,"
Green said. Since King was in . worked odd jobs between trips

Martin Luther King
and that movement
were going to
showcase the
viof.ence and hatred
of others.

New information system to link all Minnesota libraries
i· f
Scsu Will be t1fS
·11

school in MnSCLJ
to receive MnLINK
by. Erin .Ghere
STAFF WRITER

In .in effort to better serve
students, as well as deal with a
Oecision by the Minnesota
Legi<;lature, SCSU will be using a
system known.- as Minnesota
Library In_format ion Network
(MnLINK) in the future.
The MnLINK system would
replace the current library system,
Project for Automated Library
System, or PALS.
111~ new system will .connect
most of the academic libraries in
the stale as well as some public
libraries, secondary and primary
school libraries. The primary
resources of infonnation would be
from the academic libraries.

''This started as most of the

"We were
interested in
MnUNK before MnSCU made

~nd then negotiations will begin.
That will take around six months,

~;~~~~;t~~~h~/;;i:~~t~rew;;;rk~~~

~~f~~

according to Ewing.

prnjccl made ;, much larger,'~ sa;d
Keith Ewmg, systems coordmator

The
system

. libraries using PALS and the

~:nte;_he

Leaming

Resources

The beginnings of the project
originated in the University of
Minnesota system. In \n effort to

~;:i:~:,

~i: ~

decision t~ough," Ewing
new
will
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year,
according
Ewing.

to
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I don't see this
being available .
untilfuly of 1999 at
the earliest.
SYSTEMS

~:~D~N~~~~ FOR THE

The

M;nnesota
Legislature

is.

~~~t~~ into ~~i~

project.
Therefore, the
change
in

~~~terns al~~!
tuit:e rates.

~;r

w;n scsu.

t~~

Being in the top 10 largest to be made
LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER
capabilities
library systems in the nation with after that.
PALS in several
38 libraries, the University of
"I don't
ways. It will
Minnesota had a lot of influence this being available until July of provide more access than what is
over the decision. MnSCU decided · 1999 at the earliest," Ewing currently available as well as have
the upgrade would be beneficial to said.
more. search capabilities and a
the universiiies in the-state system,
Currently, the committee is broader range to search from.
including · SCSU, and .signed looking at six vendors to buy from.
PALS has been in use since the
on.
They wi ll make a recommendation late 1970s. It has evolved into an

see

on-line catalog and recently was
made into an integrated sys1em
which allowed it to achieve
international standards. The ·world
Wide Web based access was a new
feature this year.
"PALS need..ed to either
continue to evolvt!'°or"be replaced,"
Ewing said. "MnLINJ( has the
ability to search any library in the
state at the same time."
It wi ll also be easier to access off
campus, according to Ewing. A
student living off campus will be
able to reach the SCSU library by
going through his or her local
library rather than dialing . into

This feature is part of Gateway,
a P9I1ion of the MnLINK system. It
is an external database which links
the entire system together.
SCSU will be the first of
the MnSCU universities to have
the new system activated when it
.is avai lable.
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Former professor gives M~eting
student a helping hand
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"Student organizations were not Government and administration
asked for their input on these divide and conquer tactics.
programs."
' To the best of my "'knowledge
MEChA went on a hunger strike we have met all demands except
May 5, 1995.Aweekpriortheyhad getting a legal counsel." Gilchrist
met with interim President Robert said. He said administration is
Bess with a list of 13 demands. The working with students lo get a legal
demands
were:
the counsel and ac{ministration's insert
institutionalization of a student of was an update on the community
color board, a cultura_l center in program to cdmbat racism.
AMC, multicultural resource center
"We need everyone to pite,h in to
in the Leaming Resource Center, a make this work," Gilchrist said.
mandatory cultural awareness ·
Sophomore Matt Crouch, ·
training for all students, table member of SCAR, said students
grapes removed from campus, need a true commitment from
increased hiring and retention of administration.
faculty and staff of color increased
" It will nol ·be solved with
recruitment and retention of bumper stickers, buuons and the
students of color, a Chicana/o sheets of paper they're handing
studies major, the freedom to bum out," Crouch said. He said people
incense in AMC and donTis for need to stand up when they hear
religious purposes, elimination of something they know is racist,
the racial classification Hispanic, sexist, etc.
hiring of a legal advocate for all
"I'm going to say something.
students, . creating a Student · I'm going to start a change in
Government cultural diversity myself and make an impact on
committee and end Student others," he said

Former foreign language professor Barbara Bloomer recently donated a scholarship of $500 to
an undetermined SCSU student who plans on being a part of the study program in lngolstadt,
Germany.
(lngo\stadt program)," said Jan
DeBerry Zniewski, director of
planned giving at SCSU.
One faculty member has
The applications for the
decided to give something back to scholarship are currently being
a student who has similar interests offered in the foreign language
at SCSU.
department. According to Shawn
FonTier associate professor Jarvis, a professor of German,
Barbara Bloomer recently donated there is a selection committee
a $500 scholarship in her name to fonned by ·faculty of the foreign
a student who will be part of the- language department and one
international study program in student. The scholarship will go to
Ingolstadt, GcnTiany.
a student who plans to participate
Bloomer worked at SCSU from in the Ingolstadt program.
1964 to 1995, where she was an
According 10 Zniewski, the
associate professor of Gennan in infonnation on the scholarship was
the foreign language department.
sent to the foreign language
'This program was a large part department last Week.
of my teaching experience,"
'The scholarshi p will be
Bloomer said.
publicized through the foreign
"I wanted it (money) to go to language department," Zniewski
someone, who plans on going .to said.
Ingolstadt and then teaching
The scholarship will be
Gennan," said Bloomer, who was awarded ro a currently enrolled
involved wi th directing the SCSU student who is eligible for
program 13 times. "I' m hoping to financial assistance and has earned
do it every year."
a G.P.A. of at least 3.0.
Bloomer said she plans to
The program runs for two
endow the scholarship_ in lhe quarters, beginning in the spring
future.
and lasting until the end of
summer. Currently, the program is
bei ng arranged,
and
the
Department of Foreign Languages

by. Ryan_ Vaz
EDITOR

hopes it can award the scholarship
before this spring's program.
Bloomer said she fee ls if a
person is planning on teaching
German he or she should spend
time in the country first.
Bloomer graduated from St.
0 laf with a degree in English and a
minor in history in 1956. After
gradualing from St. Olaf, she
earned a Fulbright Grant to teach
English in Germany. After she
fini shed teaching in Gennany, she
returned to the United States.
"Being in GenTiany showed me
how important a second language
was," Bloomer said. "It was very
convincing that to be a good
second language teacher, you need
to spend time in that country."
She also taught at the Willmar
Public School in Willmar, Minn.
before getting her master's at the
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign in 1964, where she
received her master's in GenTian. ·
Bloomer currently lives in Sauk
Rapids and still has many contacts
with the university.
"Many faculty establish a
scholarship after they retire, and it
shows the dedication faculty have
to the programs," Zniewski said.
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Interns, United Way
learn from each other
objectives for fundraising.
United Way is not only one organization,
it connects with 40 other community agencies
and interns refer volunteers to an agency
which most suits their desires and objectives.
Matt
Kilian,
marketing
and
communications manager at United Way,
said inlems are an important part of the
organization.
by Muriah Miller
"We use our interns a lot," Kilian said.
$TAFF WRITER
"We depend on them for day-to-day
Even though an internship at United Way operations." ·
is unpaid, it provides "real world" experience
Ki lian, an SCSU mass communications
and additions to a portfolio and resume.
alumnus, spoke highly of SCSU students and
A recent newsleUer, '.'Campaign Update," the education this univefSity provides.
from United Way, edited and designed by
"SCSU students are well-rounded," Kilian
SCSU interns, is one example of the hands-' said. "SCSU provides the academic
on experiencereceived.
background to be successful and students
Senior, Sara Litecky, is a marketing and have the computer knowledge to do
communications intern at United Way who brochures and newsletters that we need."
said building a portfolio and resume is very
According to Kilian, interns are faced
important in her major. She has been given with strict deadlines and given tfie freedom to
opportunities to write press releases for radio make professional decisions.
and newspapers, whi.le designing layouts for
"I've gained the ability to organize my
newsletters and brochures.
..._
time better, take on multiple tasks and
''Things that you talk about in the complete them successfully," said Jennifer
classroom are really exciting to actually see, Herfendal in the "Campaign Update"
hear and apply;'' Lilecky said.
newsletter. Herfendal is a Volunteer
Uniled Way offers lhree different Connection intern.
internships: marketing and communications
Kilian referred to Uni!ed Way as a _5undinterns, the Volunteer Connection interns and raising umbrella for 40 different community
interns for Fund Distribution/Community agencies and said internships are beneficial
Initiatives. These intemship·s consist of a for the organization and its interns.
variety of tasks ranging from radio interviews
Since it is not a paid position, the United
to graphic design projects and voluntcerr Way promises interns they will not do
referrals.
errands, clerical work or "busy work." Interns
The Fund Distribution/Community arc given the opportunity to add items to
Initiatives internship also puts emphasis on portfolios for prospective employers and use
development of next year's goals and the skills learned in the classroom., while

SCSU students
volunteer time, effort,
community group
offers experience

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU senior and United Way intern, Sara Litecky, receives pointers from Matt
Kilian, marketing and_communications manager, while designing the monthly
United Way newsletter. Litecky interns 20 ho_urs a week for United Way.
interacting with more than 600 volunteers.
As current interns finish their time at
United Way, they leave with professional
experience and knowledge. The United Way
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HIV/STD PREVENTION PROJECT PRESENTS:

has now started looking for individuals to fill
summer and fall quarter intern positions.
Call United Way at 252-0227 for more
information.

University Chronicle is looking for
an Assistant Managing Editor for
spring quarter. Responsibilities
include copy editing, layout and
writin_g.

YOICTS
'TJf:AT C:A1tT
A unique theatrical experience " ... for, by, about persons
with AIDS/HIV and those who love them... "

TUESDAY FEBRUARY lOffl
7:30 P.M. IN ATWOOD LITfLE THEATER

This performance is free!

...at Newman
The , Catholic Church on campus.

CO-SPONSORS: Minority Studeatt Program.1, Women's Center,
Applied Psychology Dept., Hwnan Relations and Multicultural Education Dept.,
Social Work Dept., Sociology and Anthropology Dept., Women's Studies, Center For ,
Community Studies
· •

Any Questions ? Call 255--4849

.. If you need help to make it possible for you to fully participate in this evcn1 (wheel chair
access, interpreters, or assisted hearing, etc.) such accommodadons can be lll.llde available upon
rcqucH by contacling Health Services @ 255-4850, TIY: \-800, 627 -3529.

•

CATHOUCCNrrFIJSMNSTRV

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .. 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M .
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION : 251 - 3261
OFFICE: 251-3260
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Events Center
These · would include local hotels/motels,
restaurants and theaters.
Sonja Hayden Berg said if the sales tax was
increased it could mean the · people of St. Cloud
residents would not have an inc11.ase in their
property tax.
"Fifty-three to 57 percent oftJ:ic money collected
in this area would not be paid by local people," Berg
said. "Instead it would be paid by people using the
hotels/motels and restaurants. It would be more the
users and not the community."
"A sales tax can be regressive," Baker said. "It
seems people with lower incomes will feel more of
the burden of the tax. I am interested in what he
(Severson) has to say."
Severs6n also said he would like the center to be
located in a spot large enough to sell off extra Ian~.
He said if 150 atfes was purchased for the land the
remaining 50 acres could be sold to restaurants,
hotels and the center could be paid for using .that money.
Other methods of funding haven't really been
looked at by the task force, according to Severson.
'The majority of the task force is comfortable
taxing the public," Seyerson said.
Because of the time constraints, St. Cloud was
the only community that could pass the resolution
before it was s.ent to the legislature.
If the sales tax bill doesn't pass the Local
GOvemment .and Metropolitan Affairs Committee by

SurpIus .

PAGE 1
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Friday, the events center will n_ot move forward.
.She said the coalition is also asking
'Thursday is going to be a big day for the events
center," Baker said. "Local leaders are planning on for more money to be given to
lobbying for the center because it will be tl)e last day MnSCU's base funding in the future.
"We're also asking for money for
it can be in committee."
"Other communitie's in the future will hopefully technological projects," Howe said.
join us in passing the resolution," Severson said. "If Technological project! include new
they decide to pass on the tax increase it will come desks, wiring, library books and
down to a courageous vote from the St. Cloud City
Council."
If the ful1ding for the events center is approved by
the legislature, the task force will look at ownership
management and financing. They will review these
areas anQ then make a recommendation to all of the
inv.olved city councils.
"Ultimately, it needs to come down to a
referendum vote of the public," Severson said.
"We, have adopted a wait-and-see attitude
regarding the center's future," Berg said. "If we
don't get the bonding money it is not something we
would want to pursue on our own."
Wednesday is Minnesota State · Universities
Student Association's lobby day in St. Paul.
This day will also be used to lobby for the events
center as well. SCSU s_t_udents are welcome to attend
this event. Student Government is providing
transportation, and those interested sho(Jld contact
the legislative affairs chairperson of Student
Government.

,Sui;iscriptions.
Funding for faculty and staff
development w~uld be used to help
send professors and administrators to
conferences and classes. "It's for
short-tenn things to help them do t_heir

Opatz

PAGE 1

Opatz has enumerated several
recommendations for the legislature
and for MnSCU.
Among these recommendations for
the legislature is to reduce · the
difference in fundii:tg per student at

job better," Howe said.
The agenda has been proposed to
the state legislature but the House
hasn't come out of committee on the
issue yet. Howe said coalition
members have met with legislators to
discuss the agenda.
~
"We think it's gotten a lot of
support," Howe said. She said the
legislators that coalition members
have spoken with have been interested
in the agenda.
Legislators appear to support
givi~g money fr~m t~e budget surplus
to higher education.
"We have always thought higher
education hasn't received enougtr
. funding," Howe said.
different
schools.
He
also
recommended a task forcC be created
which is designed .to address the issue
of higher education funding.
In regards to MnSCU, Opatz
recommeryded a separation of twoyear and four-year schools in the
allocation model. Also suggested is a
policy to stop the consistent .use and
dependency upon one-time funding.
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C4?T 4fN ~ON '~
Tanning Salon

10
TANS
$19.99
(plus tax)

Dar e to Compare!
• Huge beds _
• Clean, fun & friendly

.__ _ _ _ _ _ __. L __ CC?_upon valid at either location.

654°8998
Expires 02/23/98. __ .J

NEED AVACATION?

CANCUN •BAHAMAS
as low as $339!
fi@(!;filID@l®@:

Ea01 some extra ffioney for that winter getaway, or spring break! MTI, Minnesota
Telemarketing Inc. is now looking for qualified individuals for the following positions; Customer Service Representatives and Account Servicf Representatives to
join our team.

l Breakfas.ts • l Dinners
28 Hours AII-U-Can Drink!
Organize
□

\tRV1&GSUUA ~otlsvel FREE!
. @®@.n~ . nn

Cuitomer Servioo lwpresentatives

Our
are responsible for Customer Care; answering
calls from our custome(s. Apply at the Career Fair- Thursday, Feb. 12 from I p.m.
to 6 p.m. at Fingerhut. For more information call, (320) 654-4946.

Atuount Servioo lwpresentatives are responsible for Customer Care and contacting
customers by telephone to. arrange payment of past due .accounts. Apply in person
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Fingerfiut. For more information
call. (320) 654-4732.
We offer a complete benefits package for full and part time employees. Benefits
include medical,dental and vision insurance options, tuition assistance, 401 K,
Profit Sharing, Career Advancement, C0mpany Store Benefits -~d More!
Come see for yourself what we are all about - we.iook forward to meeting you! .
Hurry, classes are staiting soon and you can save now for that.Jong awaited
~

S6.,0 p1 r hour and up!
SI more per hour for bilingual skills !Spanish and Euglishl
1

II llrl,l'lilntl Road

Think about it..

Next 1.:Jear 1.:JOu can live in an apartment building with a
~ f o r your use at no charge to you. We have
Windows, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
conflection to the librarij and much more.

Only at Bridgeview South and Bridgeview West.
We have apartments available for men
and \NOmen now for fall semester.

For more information call Dennis at

Pillar Propert9 Management.

Call Today
2S9-42S9.
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EDITORIAL

Speakers en~ourage
personal grQwth,
positive campus image
Attallah Shabazz's speech last Tuesday was importaut
for students to hear. She helped bring recent history off
. the pages of the textbook. Students may have seen the
movie Malcom .X .and were interested in it but hearing
the story of his life and death as told by his daughter
·may prove to_leave a lasting impression.
Inviting well-known and importaut people to speak on
campus accomplishes three things.
•
Firs~ st~dents are sentllhe message that the
• administration cares about their intellectual and cultural
development. After finishing general electives, students
are busy working on their major courses and being
involved in campus organizations.
"",
Students may be interested in an issue or period of
history, but may not have enough time to explore these in
great detail. By inviting guest speakers from various
backgrounds, students are able to team much in one
night about subjects they may never have made -time for.
Second, it shows SCSU to be a unique university
which values peoples stories. Hearing the person speak
·w ho made history is much more stimulating, interactive
and memorable than.watching a slide show.
Oral history allows those who have been touched by
an issye to share it with an audience in a powerful way.
Students had the opportunity to see and hear Buck
O'Neil, the first African American coach in major league
baseball. His lecture captivated the audience in a way
that reading about his life could not compete with.
Third, along with the many talented professors and
nationally accredited programs SCSU has to offer,
potential students have the option to see one of the guest
speakers or read about their appearance in the paper.
Students want to attend a school that attracts noteworthy
authors, ·activists, historians and others with an
interesting story to tell.
The SCSU _campus needs to be a place of i1)tellectual
dialogue and cultural enhancement. Guest speakers are
excellent starters who bring insight and questions into
the classroom.
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STA.FF OPINION
MANDY JACK50,N, CO-NEWS EDITOR

Drivers must learn to pay attention
_drive around obeying your fatal accident to learn?
own mies and expecting
I seriously doubt the
woman who pulled out in
your parents or
insurance company front of me decidcil at that
to provide ypu with moment to pay more
a new car every
attention when she drives.
time you 're not
If she really had been
paying attention.
changed, she would have
at least slowed down to ·
when a .~oman
T!Jat is why you
driving on a cross
have to take a test
make sure I was OK.
street pulled out in
before you get your
I could tell by the look
front of me. She
license and do· it
in her eyes as she sped by
did_have a stop sign.
until you get it right. It's
that she was embarrassed,
I came within a few
. not a test which you can
so maybe that's why she
feet of hitting the-side of
slide by with a D on.
hardly glanced in my
her car at 25 mph because
I know people are in a
direction. Maybe she was
she did not bother to stop
hurry sometimes. I myself too embarrassed to nod an
at her stop sign or even
drive faster when I am
apology in my direction.
look to see if anyone was
running late. However,
I know I slowed down
coming.
.being in a hurry is not a
for a few minutes after
Every time I get in my
good enough excuse for
.that. My heart w_a s
car to drive somewhere, I
not stopping at a sign or
compensating for my car's
feel like I am ta!<:ing my
light, or driving too close
lack of speed. It was
life into my hands.
to the rear of
·
pounding so
I will admit I -am not
someone else's
hard!
the greatest driver;
car:
thought it
however, I do stop at stop
What do you
was gomg
signs, and I make it_a .
tell an old
.
to jump out
point to make sure no cars woman you hit
I've ,uwer seen ofmy chest.
are coming before I pull
in a crosswalk
lSe~would
'/was ina
out into oncoming traffic.
because you
huny,'
It's not bumper cars out blew a yellow
hypocrite to
there, but some people
, light? "Oh, I'm
tell people
coverage on
don't seem to understand.
sorry.- I was late
to slow
a,ryone's
that.
,
-for work." I'm
down.All I
I don.' t know about
sure that
ask is that
insurance.
everyone else, but I
excuse would
people pay
cannot afford to buy a
go over really
more
new.car every-time
well with her family and
attention when they're
someone hits me. At the
lawyers.
driving and stop at stop
rate I'm going, it seems
I've never seen "I was
signs and lights. -They're
I'm taking chanc~ every in a hurry," coverage on
not there as an annoyance.
. time I get"my car on the
anyone's car insuranc,e.
Believe it or not, you
road·.
What does it take to get are not the only driver on
Cars - and lives - are
people to slow down? Do
the road, and the rest of us
expensive. You can't just
people need to have a
don't follow your rules.
I saw my life flash
befqre my eyes last
Tuesday.
I was about to
drive acrQss an
intersection,
where I did not
·. have·a stop sign,

~

car
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Heart matters
more than
money, looks
"My love; fci this is love!" cried Roxane, after hearing
Cyrano's poetic soliloquy, believing these words came
from Christian's beautiful lips.
~
"Cyrano De Bergerac" is on its last wing this weekend,
and this play causes audience members to re-evaluate
their relationships.

H
WISE WORDS

OF A WOMAN

What is true love, anyway?

~ies, do you honest!~ believe your
lover 1s truly enamored with you when
he brings you a dozen roses and
chocolate on that celebrated day of
love, Valentine's Day? What an unpremeditated boring, cliched gesture.

Those Hallmark stores and florist's

shops are just raking it in, thanks to the
thousands of superficial, un-thoughtprovoked people of today. Valentine's

·AIMEE:

Day was named after St. Valentine, an

ordinary man who happened to be an
GAPSIEWICZ

altruistic martyr. He never had any

steamy acclaimed love affair for which his name should
be deemed the day cupid shoots his arrow. Now
Valentine's Day is the second most commercialized
holiday of the year.
Cyrano won Roxane's love through the letters he wrote

to Roxane in Christian's name, because he believed he
could never be loved with his deformity. However,
Roxane realized she could not love someone for only his
outward beauty, but longed for the inner soul of Cyrano.
"I can see what torture it must have been for a great
soul like yours to see love lavished upon a mere caricature
of your true self... Henceforth, I shall see distractions in
your looks. Your beauty is a barrier to you. If you were
ugly, twisted all askew, I feel, I know I should be able to
love you more."
Looks only last so long in a relationship before the
wrinkles of time set in and those involved realize they are
starved for more. They yearn to be quenched by the nectar
of the soul.
True love should not be dependent on mere
materialism. Tangible gqods rest secure only in the
Hollow Man's heart.
Let's not be hypocritical, though. Flowers are beautiful
and are a symbol of affection for the significant other.
Every one.loves to receive gifts from the heart, but they
don't have to spring from the pocket book.
Romance can sprout and bloom in the hearts of any
who actively seek it out. Love is something one does, not
something one feels.
True, not every man is a poet. But, to risk being trite,
"Actions speak louder that words." Women don't expect
what may be impossible for some. All they need is a
wann embrace, attention and sincere interest in their lives
- oh, yes, and passionate kisses, all the time.
Valentine's Day is just another reason to love the one
you're with for 365 days a year. One needs not wait for a
designated holiday to declare his love for another'
individual.
Make Valentine's Day a reality, not a vanishing love
potion number nine.
"I tremble, I weep. I love thee. I am thine!" will be her
answer, and from that time, a romance so true and so
divine.

TI1e opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represenl the views
of UNWERSrtY ChroJJicle.
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Racism issues a
problem of the heart
The rash of racist incidents this past year ~n
campus is more than a.mental attitude problem.
It's more than a lack of education or awareness
problem. Racism is a problem of the heart. No
amount of programs, classes, or seminars can
solve the issue unless we examine our heart's
attitudes towards one another. It's one step to
respect diversity, but an even greater step to act
out of love and compassion from a sincere anc;l
authentic heart.
A grace-filled and forgiving heart can also
create an attitude of "we" rather than a divisive
"you" and "me" attitude. We're all here
temJ)Orarily, getting an education with hopes of
landing a respectable job afterwards .. We're here
for similar purposes, and share that common

bond. Why not make the most of this
opportunity by encoqraging each other and
viewing other students as part of a tmified liody
at SCSU? Life can never be enjoyed while
carrying attitudes of bitterness anq cynicism.
Maybe there's someone of another race you
can greet or say HI to this week. Maybe there's
someone of a different background you can take
the time to talk with or listen to this week.
'Perhaps we need to let go of a negative or
resentful attitude. Perhaps we need to address
the root of the problem, our hearts.
Paul Kampe

Senior
Geography

~JA.sk the university... ,,
''Ask the unive.rsity..." is a guest essay forum in
which students are invited t~ ask questions of
SCSU administration officials, faculty and staff.
Students are welcome to drop off, mail oremail guestions for university officials to the
University Chronicle. All questions will be
reviewed and forwarded to the appropriate
individuals.
President Grube has agreed to write one essay
a month for the 1997-98 school year.
Administration officials, faculty and staff will

RC:?ad, React,
Write
University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

or e-rrail:
dm:nicl~tate.WJ

be given the opportunity to respond to questions
directed to them.
Published opinions do not necessarily reflect
lhose of University Chronicle or of SCSlJ.
University Chronicle reserves the right to
refuse publication of any material submitted. All
material submitted becomes property of
University Chronicle.
~
Please address all inquiries to the Opinions
editor.

Letters should include:
name. major in school (if applicable),
year in school (if applicable) and
signature. Letters arc recommended to be
under 350 words.
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How to get ready fo~
semester conversion:
Ask your adviser! .
.Tired of.tanning in cramped, old beds? Enjoy the cool

clean atmosphere while tan.ning in the. newest, fllost spacious beds in town. For those stressed out about pending
final s try the ·
soothing Hydro Therapy Massage Beds.
Spring Break Special,
purchase a six-pack of tanning sessions and receive three
sessions free.
Present this ad to receive offer, expires Feb. 2~.
H ours:

Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-11 p.m .
Saturday, 9 a.m.-9 p.m
Sunday; Noon-5 p.m.

~(#),flliJm

CalJ 25 1-9 191 for details, or stop by 40 14th Ave. NE, St. ~Loud

PASSPORT----PMOTOS
Call Julie o r
Shane at
255-4086

10 for $15
2"x 2"

A message to St. Cloud State students
from the Vice President for Academic Affairs:
If you haven't already done so, meet with your academic adviser to
·plan for semester conversion. At the start of the 1998-99 academic year, St. Cloud State will be on the semester system. Its crucial
that you prepare now. To ease the transition to semesters, consult
your adviser before registering for spring or summer quarters.
You'll be advised to finish sequential courses and to work toward
completing requirements in core and distribution areas of general
education. So plan to see your adviser now. If you don't have an
adviser, contact Records and Registration, 118 Administrative
· Services Building. If you still need help, take advantage of the
new Advising Center, 102 Administrative Services Building.
Helpful information and answers to your questions about
semester conversion also can be found on this special web site:
http://www.stcloudstate.edu/-semester

E-mail your questions to: Semester@StCloudState.edu

ST. CLOUD STATE

i;;;}a

T y
U N
V E R
A tradition of excellence and opportunity

: '

www.scsuhowing.com

fvouneed

ora

want to make a

,

, pay a

check interest
apply for a loan by
-

you can do it ALL at SCCU.
Nobody makes it more conv.enient for you than SCCU. No matter how hectic your
schedule is, we offer convenient ways and electronic services for you to conduct your
financial business with us, 24 hours a day. Call or stop by today for more detajls.
Membership in SCCU is open to stixlenrs, faculty and staff of Sr. Cloud State University. Visit our websife at www.sccu-mn.o,-g.

654-5474

located in Room A152 or Atwood Memorial Center.

[SCCU
~ i d ll!deral Ol!dit Union
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,Huskies drQp two
Shea records 1,000th career point
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday night was an historic night for

SCSU junior guard Katie Shea
. Shea's second b~e1 early in the first half
against the University of Nonh Dakota

Saturday evening registered her I,OOOth career
point with the SCSU women's basketball
squad.The game was temporarily interrupted as
SCSU Athletic Director Morris Kurtz walked

on the floor to present Shea with a special
basketball.
"It's one of the most exciting JX)ints of my
life," Shea said of ~er accomplishmem. "lt's a
really good experience, but I really couldn't get

into it because we had a game to play."
Unfortunately for the Huskies, Shea's
historic evening would be dampened as the
defending national champs, UNO, romped to a
91-62 victory.
The game was relativelY close for most of
the first half. The Huskies got 15 first-half
points from first-year guard Tina Schreiner and
went int0 the half down 41-31.
Then UNO (21-1 overall, 13-0 North
Cen1ral Conference) went on a three-point
scoring spree and ev~ntually built the lead to a
comfortable 20 points.
UND attempted a team record 40 threepoint attempts and converted on 12 of them.
North Dakota senior forward Elisha
Kabanuk- said ~the fact.. the Huskies. were
playing zone defense the entire game enabled
the numerous opportunities from beyond the

=-"It was a matter of them not wanting to run

the floor with us," Kabanuk said. "Whoever
we put out there was able to get open and hit
the open shots."

One ,key matchup heading into 1he
game with UND was the head-to-head
encounter with SCSU first-year center
Christine Williamson, who came into
the weekend second in the NCC in ~oring
and blocked shots, against UND's junior
center Jenny Crou'se, who was first in· both
catego·ries.
·Crouse would have !he ~J)per hand
defensively as Williamson was held without a
field goal and was O for 8 in the contest.
"Crouse is 6-feet, 3-inches, and is one of the
best players in the nation," said SCSU Head
Coach Lori Ulferts. "She did · a good job
defensively and forced her (Williamson) to
fade away from the basket."
Williamson still had 10 points in the game
on a perfect I 0--10 from the charity stripe.
TI1e Huskies as a team shot 25-26 from the
free throw line.
"Boy, can (SCSU) shoot the free throws,"
· said UNO Head Coach Gene Roebuck.
UND finished the game with five different
players in double figures in scoring led by
sophomore guard Jamie Pudenz's 17 points, al l
of which came in the first half.
. Schrei·ner led the Huskies with 17 points
and five rebounds, but UNO reached the 90•
point barrier for the 15th time this season in a
91-62 victory.
The Huskies were involved i~ a much
closer encounter with North Dakota State
University, on Friday, but the end result was a
Bison victory 88-83.
With the Hu!l.ies playing catch-up ine
entire game, they finally pulled within one
point, 84-83, with I:40 left to play in the
game.

Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE EDOVR
---------------------------- SCSU junior guard Teri Watkins makes a move to the basket Saturday night
Go TD HUSKIES, PAGE 13 • against the University of North Dakota.

SCSU completes
rare NCC sweep
by_ Sean _Laf avor
STAFF WRITER

It has been IO years since the SCSU men's basketball team has
swept North Dakota State University·and the University of North
Dakota in a weekend series.
This past weekend, the 1997-98 Huskies brought that trend to
a decisive end.
Friday night the Huskies downed NDSU, 80-63 and'Saturday
they dispatched UND, 86-73.
The story all year for SCSU has been the strong leadership of
senior captains Jon Hinzman and Scan Whitlock, and this
weekend was no different.
Against the Bison fl'om NDSU Friday, Hinzman led all
.Players with 28 points and 11 rebounds, while Whitlock poured
in 14 points and had 13 assists. In"addition,junior forward Enoch
Dix had 18 points.
"This week we talked with our seniors about the fact that
despite all the success that we have had over !he last three years,
(NDSU) is the one team they have not beaten," said SCSU Head
Coach Kevin Schlagel. ''They were pretty jacked up \O play North
Oakola State, and I think we played perhaps our best game of the
year against them."
Mark McGehee paced the Bison scorers with 15 points.
One of the team's downfalls this season has been its
inconsis.tent shooting of free throws. Saturday against UNO,
the Huskies shot a season best 84 percent from the c.harity
line.
Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU junior guard Enoch Dix drives past UND's Hunter Berg Saturday night at Halenbeck Hall.

Go ro SWEEP, PAGE 13 •
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Swim teams race to t'irst
Huskies knock off
UNO, split with
MSU in weekend
dual meets

The women lost a tough dual "We just wanted to go in the meet
meet Saturday to Mankato State and swim as fast and as hard as we
University, 124-109.
could."
"It was a close meet, but we ...
Wencl picked up second place in
were probably more coiifident the 200-mcter individual medley,
about Friday's meet," Winslow first place in the 200-meter
said. "Our goals for the weekend backstroke, and was a membyr of
were 10 just gO in and swim season the first-place finishing 400-free
best times. We tried to win style .relay.
by Tyson Jahn
Saturday, but lost by a few points.
"Towards this part of the season,
STAFF WRITER
We stayed supporkvc of our improvement is massive in all the
•
ev~nts," Wencl said. "We just went
The SCSU swim team wrapped teammates." I'
Winslow took third place in the into the meet and picked up a
up the weekend on a strong note
with the men's and women's teams 500-meter free · style event and couple of wins."
helped lead the Huskies to first
Also earning first-place finishes
picking. up wins.
The
Hu.Skies swept the place in the 400-free style relay at for the Huskies were senior Ryan
Bucher in the one and three-meter
University _of North Dakota Friday· the end of.the meet. ,
First-year diver Mary Ahlin took ,diving events and junior - Dan
at home. The women defeated
UNO by a score of 130-112 with home •iwo first-place finishes in Tereba in the SO-meter free style.
the
one and three-meter diving
First-year · swimmer David
senior Tracie Kelley finishing in
Lindberg picked up a victory in the
third place in the SO-meter events.
"We're concentrating on how 1000--free style along with junior
freestyle.
"We were·most impressed with each of us swim in the relays to Chad Maki in the 200-free style
how we swam," said sophomore help us improve," Winslow said. event.
The SCSU· swimming and
Kim Winslow. "Even though we "We're also working on our
diving teams resume in two weeks
were tired, a lot of best times came starts."
The men's team ended ·the when they attend the North Central
out of the weekend."
The women took seven first- weekend with yet another sweep to Conference Meet in North Dakota
place fini ~hes, :.Vith the men taking give the Huskies a split at Mankato on Feb. 19to21.
nine. Sophomore Jed Larson had by a score of 123-108.
"We faced two great teams this SCSU junior Jeremy Frye
a lifetime best in the JOO-meter
breaststroke as the Huskies earn weekend. UND is no slouch and completes a jump in the 3Mankato
is always tough,"
. a pair of North Central Conference
sophomore Michael Wencl said. meter diving event Friday at
dual meets at Halenbeck pool.
Halenbeck Pool.

Colorado schools
ice Husky wrestlers
by Tyson Jahn
$TAFF WRITER

According to SCSU wrestling
Head Coach Sieve Grimit, !raveling
to Colorado for a two-meet
weekend didn't tire his players, but
forfeits in the 167-lb. weight class
might have iced his team's chances
for victories.
"We're only on the plane for an
hour and a half, so I don't think that
tired the guys," ·Grimit said. "The
forfeits in 167 are nine- or 10-point
swings for us, became (senior) Jeff.
Schroeder wrestled and beat both of
the same lcids that were there last
yea('
Nine or 10 points could have
turned things around for .the
Huskies this weekend when they
lost to the University of Northern
Colorad@, 26- 14 Friday.
"The big story for us this
weekend was (first-year grappler)
Klaus Alberts and (junior) Jesse
Nelson, who picked up two wins
each," Grimit said. "Nelson wen!
up against two tough kids and set
1he lone for his first match, ari<l
~~~~ j~st keeps finding a way to
Alberts, who improved his
record to 18-5 for the season, said
he thought the team faired well and
is looki ng forward to the
competition a1 the end of the
season.
'They were pretty tough and
well disciplined," Alberts said. "We
didn't wrestle with the intensity that
we• wanted to, but the competition
was good."
Alberts and Grimil said the
competitions on Friday and
Saturday were nol of too much
difference toward one and another.
"We were in better shape. then

they were in, but they won a lot of
close matches," Alberts said. "We
didn't . take advantage of our
opportunities."
Juniors- Ryan Marx and Wade
Chapman, at 177 lbs., picked_up the
two other wins for the Huskies
against UNC.
"Marx beat an All-American
from two years ,!go, hilt he was
disappointed Saturday night when
he lost a close score match," Grimit •
said. "He wrestled well and we're
all just looking at getting belier for
the tournaments at the end of the
season."
The Huskies Josi to the
Colorado School of Mines by a
- score of 23- 14, on Saturday.
"(First-year wrestler) Darren
Dummer came up with a big win
for us, after hurting his ankle badly
and losing on Friday," Grimit said.
"He was very impressive and we
were pleased in almost all areas
right now."
"Our attitudes are very JX)Sitive
and we're peaking a· right
time."
Alberts agrees with Grimit and
said things are coming together, so
the Huskies can prepare fo r
the conference at the end of the
season.
'This past weekend just shows
us what we're going.to ne{:d to do at
the end of the season," Alberts said.
"Duals don't meari much, just
nationals."
The Huskies will travel to
Moorhead State this Wednesday for
a dual meet set for 7 p.m.
·
'This meet should be interesting
to watch, because there is
definitely going to be some
good competition for the team,
especially fof Alberts," Grimit
said.

(C@mm: &.NIID (Gm:-rr 1f@UJIB
JL@wm:
before tomorrow!
Deaaline for Chronicle fove lines is 'Tuesaaij, 7ebruar0 /0,
'Theij will be sota in Atwooa at 50 cents per five wora line
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m ..

Not all rings are pictured wirh Ideal Cut
Diamonds.. Our go/dsmirhs can set an Ideal cut
diamond imo your selection-in an hour!

Crossroads Center
251-4~12
Mon-Fri 10 - 9
Sat 10 - 6
Closed Sunday

Ask cibout our interest
· free financing.

SCSU DIAMOND DISCOUNT
33% OFF REGULAR PRICE
WITH STUDENT JD THROUGH FEBRUARY
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But the rest of the scoring would

be done by the Bison, and NDSU
junior forward Rachael Otto· hit
several clutch free throws to ice the
victory.
Otto finished the game with a

career high 26 points and grabbed
12 rebounds.
"(Otto) is an excellent shooter
and hit several key free throws for

them," Ulferts said. "She also got
some good rebounds for them."

NDSU would need a key
pe~ormance from ,, som_ebody as
semor forward and leadmg scorer
Theresa
Lang · :- would
not play due to mononucleosis.
Ulferts said Lang not being in
the lineup was one of three factors
for the Huskies almost pulling off
an. upset the Bison.

"Lang not being in the game, us

Sweep

PAGE

"We practice the same way all
the time,"_Schlage\ said. "We try to
concentrate a litt1e more on (free
throws) with the troubles we've
had. They just went in this
weekend."
"We shoot them very well in
practice, it's just that in games we
haven't carried through. I don't
think there was anything magical
about
what
happened · this
weekend."
Whitlock led all scorers
Saturday with 27 points, 20 of them
coming in the second half.
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being 3t home and defensively we
played well as a team, were the
three factors why the ·game was
close," Ulferts said.
SCSU was led by Schreiner
whq h~ a team high 21 points,
19 of which came in the second
half.
S~ea added J°!} points and
Williamson and junior guard Teri
Watkins each had 15 points.
Shea said despite the fact the
Huskies have not · defeated · the
Bison in a long time, they were
disappointed they didn't come
away with at least a. split over the
weekend.
"We · knew goi'ng into the
weekend that if we were going· to
win a game, that it would be against
NDSU," Shea said. "It was hard for
us to lose that game because we had

a bad game and they had a bad
game and we still lost."
After playing two of the top 15
teams in the nation (NDSU and
UND), Shea said she is convinced
who the team to beat is.
"(UND) is definitely one of the
best teams in the nation," Shea said.
"Hopefully one of thes·e years
we can beat them, but right now, I
see a good chance of them
repeating."
The loss drops the Huskies to
sixth place in the NCC and marks
the third straight game they
have lost to nationally ranked
teams.
The Huskies (12-10 overall, 7-6
NCC) willlry to end its three game
skid Friday when they travel to
Morningside College arid Saturday
at South Dakota.

11
Freshman guard Todd Bishop also
had a big game, contributing 17
points.
Sophomore guard Marcus
Travis led UND with 20 points.
"We're very happy right now,"
Whitlock said of the sweep. "We
thought about that before the game
(Saturday)."
"That's something we can
always look back on and say we
did. We ~~ally went out there with a
purpose
The Huskies got a little bit of
help from the Bison on Saturday

night; as they went down and beat
Mankato State University 76-69,
meaning SCSU now trails the
Mavericks by just one game in the
battle for second place in the North
Central Conference.
South Dakota State University
appears to be running away with the
league champi0nship, having gone
12-0 in NCC play, but second place
is certainly still . very much
open.
,
The Huskies will need to fin ish
very strong if they wish to qualify
for the post season.

Injuries continue to
plague hockey team
Freak injury
sidelines SCSU's
/et3ding scorer
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Noga is schedllled to go in for an
evaluation either Monday or
Tuesday and said he does not
expect to play in this weekend's
home series against Michigan
Tech.
Coming into the weekend, Noga
was first in scoring for the4-luskies
with IO goals and 13 assists.

There have been a handful of hav~ogc~;:d a~he ainj~;?rs;o~::;'.
players that have missed games due . especially since he has been playing
to injuries, or illnesses this season well lately, scoring a goal in four 0 (
for th e Husky the last five games.
hockey team.
"It's very disappointing," Noga
News got said. "I feel like I'm letting
even worse for -d0wn the whole team, the coaches

t~~~ ~;acd~~~

:~iiz:t

:~::;i

1~~tp~i: ,just a bad

scorer
Matt
Noga,
sophomore
~~;,e;~~~jur:::
- ~ - ~ - weE:k in what

The Huskies al~ady lost
freshmen
defensemen
Aaron
Dwyer and Chris Zaleski to season
ending inj uries and last weekend,
sophomore defenseman
Josh

he described as
:ccident. freak

~ne~ol~i~i~ h~!°~~
ril~~!
Satui-day's game with Denver

"I have a foot injury, but I can't
tell right now if it is broke or not,"
Noga said. "There is no way I
would be able to skate on it."
Noga would not go in detail
about the injury but said it occurred
last Thursday, and he noticed there
was something wrong with his foot
the following day.
"It happened Thursday night,"
he said. •~when I woke up Friday, it
was pretty sore, but right now it's a
day to day thing."

Un~~~f- still isn't 100 percent,
but is expected 10 return to the
lineup this weekend against MTU.
· The foot injury is a setback,
Noga said, but he remains
optimistic that he will have a quick
recovery.
"I'm walking around in a
medical boot," Noga said. "But
lately · the pain has been less,
and hopefully I can return
soon."
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PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

I-USING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16 . 21sl Avenue South
SL Cloud, Minnesota 55301

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall, '98
Pick· out your own large' private room in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments. Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.
• Keyed bedroom locks
• Available storage space

• On-site coin laundry
• Off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/ Microwaves
• U Pik-Kwik next door
• No application fee

10 and 12 month leases are available.

•2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud•
•(320) 252-2600•
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4.dd Some Shine To Your Ute! :
With any Haircut
receive a FREE Shades
EQ Color Glossing
with Jana, Jennifer or
Barb for all new clients
with an SCSU Student
ID. A $20 Value!
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HAIR &
~Ol>Y WORKS
:
Call Today! '.l()]-()~6() :
I

Twin Citie,- COl'T\lllWliW

\jOtpei fi IIOl'r

-Celebrating Diversity with Heart and Soul-

~AV'A~
Wednesday,
February. -11 ,
1998, 8 p.m.
Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State
University _
Free Admission,
Public Welcomed

serS:wil

Sponsored by St. Cloud State University
Program Boord Committee
For more information contact UPB office
AMC 118, 255-2205
Paid for by your ·student activity fee dollars.

~.
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ting January 2
ring Quarter 1 .
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KVSC had the cure for cabin fever this weekend with the 19th
Annual Trivia Weekend.
'Trivia Sells Out," a spoof of corporate America, was the theme of
the 50~hour competitron that kicked off Friday at 5 p.m. It pitted 57
teams against each other, ....vying for trophies, gift c'crtific~tes and
bragging rights.
~
Scooby Doo-aholies, Those Meddling Kids came in first place with
12,915 poi nts. They beat out fonnerchamps GDI and Animal House,
by answering q1;1estions about everything from politics to television to
baseball.
"It was a lot of racking our brains and looking through books," said
team member Michelle Monn.
The team has participated in trivia for several years, listing
camaraderie and insomnia as the reasons for playing.
"We get through it with lots of caffeine, lots of smokes and Scooby
snacks," Monn explained.
Whi le they answered the questions, a dedicated group worked
around the clock down at KVSC. Students, community members and
alumni from all over the country pulled together to help answer
phones, handle disputes, tabulate scores and read questions on air.
"Not many people realize how much there is going on down here,"
said station manager Jo McMullen. 'There's an increciible amount of
organization needed just to feed 30 people for 50 hours."
This year's competition was McMullen's sixth and the biggest by
far. initially, that was a concern for McMullen, since there were only
12 phonelines hooked up.
When all was said and done, though, most volunteers agreed
that 1998's competition ran much smoother than those of previous
years.
"It really helped to have all the questions written and organized
before the weekend," question writer Chad Schmitz said.
Fewer disputes were also a plus for those handling the dispute line.
Schmitz attributed this to the experience and accountability of the
question writers.

Go TO TRIVIA MADNESS, PAGE 16 •

Above, some of Those Meddling Kids, (left to right) SCSU
alumni Chris Houghten, Josh Richardson and Brian
Bentlock, break for fun at team headquarters. At right,
Those Meddling Kids stocked up on soda, books, people
and comfort for the SO-hour trivia competition.
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Trivia Madness PAGE15
After three years of coming up
with some of the 450 questions
used, Schmitz said he now believes
the job is an everyday part of his
life.
"I think in that mindset now," he

by continuously broadcasting the
happenings at the radio station.
''The station and lITVS have a
good rapport with o'ne another, so it
made my job a little easier," said
senior Nik Demus, a tired employee
said, noting that everylhing he sees of both places.
and hears could become a possible
Exhaustion subsided briefly at
hour 32 when the fi rst-ever
question.
Erny Richardson, another speed-round started. Teams were
question writer and dispute-line given 18 20-point questions for the
handler, likened trivia to an hour, all devised by their
addiction.
competitors.
"The phonebank volunteers
'There should be a 12-step
program for it," she said.
were a little -fried, but I think the
P6oneline supervisor John teams liked it," McMullen said.
"Starbase':...
The station
Mathern ~ould
il]ans to use the
have to join the
speed-round i!l
future
·
program then,
too. By hour
competitions,
16, Mathern
but use only
had only taken
questions
a
one-hour
written by the
be more.fun
break,
but
trivia writers. •
proclaimed he
All of the
scrambling
around
and
could be more
John "Starbase" Mathern insomnia
fun than 50
culminated in an
T RIVIA VOLUNTEER
hours of nonawards
stop trivia?"
ceremony
asked
the
Sunday night
volunteer.
where the teams descended
Bunny slippers and comfortable upon Kimberly A. Ritsche
clothing was the attire of choice for Auditorium.
the dedicated workers, and despite
"What a surl y bunch of
a lack of sleep, the atmosphere at Bohemi ans!"
McMullen
the radio station was generally exclaimed, to the anxious teams.
upbeat..
'
After thanking the numerous
It was not onl y KVSC volunteers, the highli ght, of the
volunteers and tri via teams getting ceremony came when Those
too little sleep - UTVS played an Meddling Kids were awarded trivia
important part in Trivia Weekend kings.

What could

w~.:~atred

than 50 hours
of non-stop trivia?

Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women won second place at the Sunday night awards ceremony in
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium, After the awards ceremony, there was a party at the Red Carpet
''This experience has left me
speechless," said weary team
captain Bri an Betlock after
gratefully accepting the trophy.
GDI came in third place with
12,560 points and L:eamed Pigs and
Fireproof Women came in second
place with 12,755 points and a

Department of Residential Life
leadership ♦ coptmunication ♦ time management skills

Ni ht Securit Sta
Residence Hall Security Staff are on duty from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. daily. They deal with
the emergency problems as well as enforce hall policies and procedures.
Rcsklence Hall Night SN:urlly positions involve:
• wockinganaveragcof fifteenhourlaweek
• maintainingthcw"e1yandwell-hcingofrcside!IC('haflstudcntsandthebuilding
•uainingtoadministerresideocchaltpolicies andhandlecmergenc:ysituatioru:
Minimum Qualiflcatlons:

•2.0GPA
•completionof36credits
•knowledge of the reside!IC(' hall c~periencc •

App lication s are available in the Residential Life Office, Carol Hall.

Applications are due by: February 12, 1998.
Co nta ct Residential Life ·with further que sti o_p s: 255-4698.

Information on Fall 1998 job openings also coming soon!

challenge to the winning te"am.
Olher awards went to Bunnies
That Hate for best team name and
Penetration Fffim the Backside for
poorest taste.
A party followed at The Red
Carpet with the Shake a Hamster
Band.Another chapter of Trivia is

closed, but preparations for next
year's competition will start soon
and, as the 20th year, it will be even
bigger and better, promi sed
Schmi tz.
Until then, teams arc warned to
be on the lookout for possible trivia
questions ar?und every comer.
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Volunteers see another side of trivia
by Jeromy Cannon

late nights and early mornings
editing and piecing together the
voices and music.
•

STAFF WRITER

I'm going to take you back
stage at KVSC's Trivia '98 ''Trivia

Many times this is done the
night before the specific episode is

Sells Out!"

going to air. One of the five

It is a 50-hour festival of
useless knowledge,
caffeine, food and sleep
deprivation.
Trivia ran from
5 p.m. Friday until 7
p.m. on-Sunday.
Following that was an
awards ceremony
Kimberly A. RitscheAuditorium and then a
party at the Red Carpet
Night Club.
KVSC's house band, The
Shake a Hamster Band, will
p'rovide the entertainment for the
party along with the sight of so
m·any sleep-deprived people trying
to stay awake.
Planning for each trivia
competition starts months before,
as staffers prepare questions, find
local businesses to provide f()OO
and financial support and prepare
the Audio Theatre.
In the weeks prior to the
competition, Audio Theatre is
written and voices are recorded.
After that the producers of the
Audio Th~atre program pass many

episodes is aired at variouS times
during the day, until the
final day when the final
episode is played.
In the hour before the
Trivia competition .
begins, all five episodes
are aired back to back.
And then the insanity
truly begjns.
A room near KVS(:
was converted into a
phone bank.
This consists of an infonnation
phone, a supervisor and 12
constantly-manned phones. These
volunteers receive the calls of the
teams trying to answer the
questions.
The lines rang constantly, and
each phone was used by volunteers
for the full 50 hours of the
marathon.
These volunteers worked the
phones in three-hour Shifts with a
five-minute.break at the top of
each h:our. This is when everyone
runs out of the room toward the
free f()OO and caffeinatcd
beverages.

rn

temporary headquarters in the
played over the air.
KVSC news department office.
The crew also kept busy
The on-air announcers were in
making aryd airing spoofs of
charge of reading the questions in
commercials.
between each song for the 57
I must commend them for these
active teams listening thr~ughout
challenges and spoofs because they
the Central Minnesota area.
were absolutely hilarious.
• KVSC alters its programming
The Shake a Hatllpster Balld
schedule to allow for a two-hour
was in studio recording parodies of
taste of each show during the trivia hit songs. The songs were.1changed
weekend. I was able to host
to fit the trivia theme.
Reggae Sunsplash again with the
The band members are
help of "Captain F."
extremely 1alented mltsicians and
I received many calls while on
the trivia theme lyrics are great.
the air - this
A huge round of applause
included a call
must be given to KVSC's
from a very
, Station Manager, Jo McMullen,
discouraged
and also to the KVSC directo~
trivia team
who have worked so hard to make
member, who
this 19th edition of the Trivia
. It a 50-hour
was kidnapped marathon, "Trivia Sells Out!," a
festival of useless while on the success.
phone.
If you missed it this year,
k,wwledge,
I even got a plan on being a part of it next
phone call
year.
(:a.f[eine, food
frQm someone
Pul together a team, sign up to
claiming to be
volunteer for the phone bank, do
and
God. I would
whatever you can to be a part of
sleep deprivation. say the show the fun and insanity of the Trivia
went very
marathon!
smoothlyAt this point, I'm going back to
c0nsidering the fact that I had
drink some more coffee and eat
visited the bars and had only three
some fOOO.
Then I'll take my place at the
hours sleep !;ince Friday.
We also had a crew recording
phone bank for the last three hours
of 'Trivia Sells Out!"
challenges from players that were

Mally people worked several
phone bank s~ifts because it i~
great fun and after 15 volunteer
hours they received a free ''trivia
Sells Out" T-shirt.
People come from all around to
volunteer for the phone bank many of these have volunteered for
Trivia marathons in the past.
Each phone·bank worker chose
an alias, and would use it when
answering the phone.
Callers were greeted with such
statements as "Trivia hotline, I'm
Single" or
"Trivia, you've
reached
NASA."
The next
group of people
is
working to keep
everything
together were
the que~tion
wri1ers (also
known as the
Trivia God and
Goddesses).
they help
clarify the
questions for the
announcers and phone bank staff.
They also help se1tle disputes
about the questions from the
teams. They work diligently on the
computers and the phones in their

..
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• Chr,,icl• Adv&r h!lh~ 255-IY4f

U n i v e r s i ty P r o g r a m B o a r d
f' resents:
F i I m
"St. Cloud Technical College is

Totally

concerned

with pro s•iding hands~on experience necessary to oLtain a real
job!" 'Instructors ar~

Cmmnitted

·To

the be; education.possible for you!"

to providing
obrni",good

salary, a license or ce~ii1cation is invaluahle," ~ fhe newest
and best available

Technolomi

beingraugh,

at St. Cloud Tfthnical College is requireJ f,1r su cess in
the workplace." -A Stud,·11t's v;ew
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(320) 654-5089, 1-800-222-1009 or (VmY) 654-5981!
1540 Northway Drive• f:t. Cloud, MN 56303~l'N0
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UPB Elections
Application forms for
1998-99 UPB officers
available in AMC 118
Executive app lication s
• President
• Vi~e President of
,
Administration
• Vice President of Public
Relations
Due Feb. 13, _4 p.m.
interviews Feb. 17-Feb.19
Coordinator applications
• Concerts
• Excursions
• Films
• literary Arts
• Mississippi Music Fest
• Performing Arts
• Speakers
• Spotlight
• Special Events
_,•Visual Arts
Due March 23, interviews March 16-March
18

s

My Best Friend's
Wedding
Feb. 12-15, 7 p.m.

Atwood little Theatre,
Admittance w/ SCSU ID

Outings/Rec
Indoor Rock
Climoihg
Feb. 8, 4-1 O p.m.
Vertical Endeavor

call 255-2205 for more
info

s p

e a k e r s
Jz Wuz

Feb. 10, 8 p.m.
The Quarry

Vis u a I

Arts

Exhibit-

V:~:/

:y

[!~s;ru~fc!f
Steve Olson
ongoing until Feb. 26,
Atwood Gallery

ExhibitSoda Fountain and
Rootbeer Collection
Courtesy of Bruce
~ aygena
Feb. 16-March 27
Atwood Ballroom
Display Cases

Co

n C e r t

5

Twin Cities Community
Gospel Choir
February 11 8 p.m.
Ritsche Auditorium, Free

University Program
Board
Atwood Center 118
(320) 255-2205

Fe~e~~'[~~~.
The Quarry

\
Paid for by your student
.ac t ivity fee dollars

,<Nn-m,s,TY

Chronicle/IS

Housing
EFFICIENCIES:
1-4 bdrm eff, apts, Call 259-4841,
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages,
1 & 2-BDRM, APTS,

available for mature students · in
quiet building: 12-month !ease only.
Call 240-9483,
in

, ,, 2-BDRM,
4-prex by Halenbeck Hall.

SummernalL Call 25'._:8941.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdnn, apts,, heat pd,,
DW, garages, carports. five floor
plans, E.P.M. 251-6005.

Classifieds

1 AND 2-BDRM, APTS,
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
liqe. Riverside Properties. 2518284,or251-9418.

STATEVIEW
units ,on campus. 2
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
4-bdrrn.

UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., NC,

quiet and clean, garages, Excel
Mgmt, 251-6005.
SPRING QUARTER
1,2 and3-bdrrn. apts. Also SGLJDBL
rooms. Great locations. Dan 2511925,

WEST CAMPUS
single roOIT)S near Halenbeck.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.

!~~~- Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. . ~vn~~~~~o~t~~if~:tet;:~~~~:
252-6153, leave a message.

reserved parking with plug-ins.

Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300,
2-BDRM, APTS,
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, ~rge bdnn. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
CAMPUS APTS,
spacious 4-bdrm. apts., newer
carpeting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251-6005.
OLYMPIC 11
3 • 4 bd~s. Near Hockey Center. 4·
bdrm. split units with two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports, Heat paid, 253-11 54,
EFRCIENCIES AND 1-BDRM,
APTS,
close to downtoWn and SCSU, heat
pct, Riverside Prop, 251-8284, 2519418,

SUBLEASER WANTED
a.cross from campus. DW, micro.,
NC. Contact Equity Investments,
Jeff, 203-7789.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT1 1.2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic utit. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300,

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.
MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on S.E. Side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300,
EFFICIENCIES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285'mo, 654-1544,

AFFORDABLE SINGLE ROOM
$185/mo. Convenient location near
SCSU, Call Paul at 252-2431,

NO MORE ROOMMATES

spacious 1 & 2•bdnn. apts in 8--plex.
Private off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdnn. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 10- or 12-mo. teases. Dan 251·
1925,
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 11
4-~nn. apts. Avail. now. DW, ·NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 - $210/mo,, plus
parking, Call SM & M, 253-1100,
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $2001$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633,

4-BDRM, APTS,
various locations, 259-9673 or 2599283, Courrier Prop.
HOUSES, APT, HOUSES,
Call Dan at 251-1925,

Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friqay for Mond?y's·

COLLEGEVIEW APTS,
·edition.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality IMng. DW, NC, heat •Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1, Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
pd. Contact Eq·uity Investments, Jeff • Classifieds will not be accepted via pho ne unless an account h as been
203-7789,
established with the U1liversity Chronicle:

2-BDRM, $425/MO_
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parkinWplug-in included. 654-8300.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
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2 SUBLEASERS NEEDED
to share 4-bclrm. with 2 others.
Close to campus. Avail. spring qlr.
203-0458,
FOR RENT:
very nice 4-bdrm. home, 3 blks. from
campus. Avail. 9-1-98. Call Rich
Theeen at (H) 252-2193 or /YI) 2537373, leave message.
1 BLK, FROM CAMPUS
free parking/ water. Rent was
$235/mo., now $21 0/mo. Nice apt.
located on 5th Ave. 253-1 457, Matt.
SPRING SUBLEASER
under $200/mo. 203-8079.
FEMALE TO SHARE APTS_
private bdrm. near downtoWTVSCSU
ava~. summer & fall, 251-4605.

WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM, APTS_
2 locations, 1 & 2-balhs, heat pd,,
newer carpeting, parking, E.P.M.
251-6005.

Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Ha ll. Forms are inside the
cloor. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
·
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, avai.lable al 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds,
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 lull baths.
Extra -storage. DW, garages,
security, H~at pd. 253-1154.
2-BDRM, APTS,
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg 267-3291, 251 ·
4160, N/A255-1274.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT,
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2bdnn, sm, $425. 2-bdrm, reg. $445,
2-bdnn, lg, or X-lg. $460, Pool,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617,
·3-BDRM, APT,
avail. spring quarter. Call Rich, 654-

8099.

7 RESPONSIBLE RENTERS!
share 7-bdnn., 3 Oath. Off-street
par1cing, 1-612-929-1673.

710APTS3-bdnn, apts. 3 biles. W. o1 NHC.
Electric heat. Dan 251·1925.

AFFORDABLE
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close
SCSU new library, heat pd., AJC,
ow 251-8284, 251-9418.

2-BDRM,
side by side duplex by Halenbeck
Hall, Call 251-894 L

NOW LEASING '98 - '99
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-sir.
parking, laundry, miCro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo. • 12-mo.
!ease, $240/mo. • 10-mo. lease. Call
Glen at 251-0029, if no answer
leave message.
HALEN BECK APTS,
2 lulll bathrooms in each apt. 4·
units. Storage nns. avail. 259-

=--

STATESIDE APTS,
4·bdrm. apts. & studios. Newer
carpet and paint, DW, heat pd.,
parking, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.
AMENITIES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,

~i~~.12~f-::aRiverside Prop.
BENTONWOOD
S.E. location, Juncl. 10 and 23. 2-

1,2,3 AND 4-BO!l'
RM""-'Ay;;P,..
TS
,_-,--1~
..
,,_o-22!~;,t
~~.ti99'
.~!5.
__
. o_n
11:1"1"';~:._P.o~.,·
3~
5_.le_ases
3 ROOMS FOR RENT
great locations. Also 6,7,8,9, 11, and
$225/mo. Parking and utilities 13-bdrm. houses. 27 campus
3-BDRM. HOUSE
included. 654-6010.
locations left. Dan, 251-1925.
no smoking, 1 bath, full basement.
new carpet. Near Ha!enbeck. Fourth
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
bdrm.
under
construction,
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. I blk. $1, 100/mo. 255-2082,
3-BDRM, APTS,
avail.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or immediately.
very nice $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
251-4160,
blk. to campus. Call Greg 2673291, 251-4160 NIA 255-1274.
2, 4 AND 5-BDRM, APTS
SHARE 4'-BDRM, HOUSE
2 full baths, micro., DW, security,
with 3 mature students. ulil. pd,, free heat pd. 259-9283, Courtier Prop.
ROOMS FOR MEN
laundry, 202-9598 Chad,
singles, huge doubles and triples.
AVAILABLE 3/1
Clean, safe environment for
SOUTHVIEW APTS,
efficiency with private bath. On
students. Pool table, full~size
volleyball court, dart boards, horse attractive 2-bdrm. apts. heat pd., 5th Ave, 253-1 154.
shoe pit! From$185/mo. 10-and 12· DW, micro., NC, intercom entry,
mo. leases. Call 1·800-236·0034 par1cing, E,P.M, 251-6005.
AVAIL LG_SINGLE ROOMS
#11390,
1
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on 8284, or 251·9418.
THE CASTLE
winter grad. seeking spring 6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
subleaser. Spacious 1-bdnn. apt. each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679,
2, 4-BDRM, APTS.
Close to campus and downtown.
several iocations. Call 259-9283,
3•BDRM_HOUSE
Parking avail., on-site laundry.
Courrier Prop. •
$360/mo. including utiL Call John at north side, one bath, no smoking,
259-1914,
newly remodeled. $750-'mo. Avail.
UNIVERSITY APTS,
immediately. 255-2082.
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
HOUSES
downlown, hep.I pd., OW. Riverside
''THE CASTLE"
14
campus
locations.
251-8284, 251-9418.
3,4,6,7,8,9, 11 ,13-bdrm. houses. 1, 2, 3-bdrm. apts. Quality living.
Great locations. Free parking. Dan, 251-1925.
METROVIEW APTS,
Quality living. Dan 251-1925.
2 and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99 decks, DW, heat pd., AJC, secuAty
4-BDRM, APTS,
school
yea r. 25 1-1814
or garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
Campus 251-8284, 251,9418.
$195'10- mo, lease, $175'12 mo, scs_uhousing.com.
lease. Heat and basic cable Management.
included. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
MANAGEMENT
houses, apt. houses, and apt. has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for s
6-BDRM, HOUSE
rent $650/mo, Summer, $1400/mo, building. 27 campus locations left. women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 25tHJ679,
fall. Heat pd., OW, 2 lull baths. Dan, 251-1925,
Jason, 251-6518.
M & M SUITES
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM,UNIT
1-room efficiency avail. March. on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
AVAILABLE SPRING/ FALL
Ulifities
included.
259-9434.
Northern
Mgmt 654-8300.
large efficiency, private home S. E.
location. $300 plus elect. 253·6379.
1 AND 3-BDRM, APTS,
on 5th Ave., avail. starting June.
RAVINE APTS,
259-9434.
!all of 1998, 253-7116.

t~S:.

R~~~~!d~~~g~es~n2~~~

ROOMS NEAR SCSU AND
DOWNTOWN
$200 to $250/mo., includes cable
TV, phone, and util. Call 249-2222,
leave message.
MALE OR FEMALE

roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living room,
satellne TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,

Select Properties.
WEST CAMPUS II .
2, 4-bdnn. apts. "''" 2l0rge baths,
DW, /1/C. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654·8300.

Attention
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 24().2355.
TYPING
fast, accurate and pr8tessional.
240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1·800-218·9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, Your area. 'Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
Jisting~. ,

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the

web,

scsuhousing.com.

Campus Management.
M&MAPTS.
now renting for f998 - 99 school yr.
4-bdnn. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,

locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
IVY APTS.
4-bdrm. apts., OW, -micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Courrier Prop.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm. Security, OW, micr2.,_, heat.
240-0679, 250-0679.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,'
garages, 2 full baths, free parking.
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
1-BDRM. APT.
sub!easer _needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654· 1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdrm. Large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
. He.at pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
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REM • ST. CLOUD REM •
Fernwood Inc.
a home for adults with disabilities is
currently interviewing for full and
part-time positions. Apply in person
at REM• Femwood 1775 Roosevelt
Rd. Great opportunity for students!
EOE/AA
'
$1,000S POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. To!! Free 1-800218·9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.

LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? Give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT. · CDLs prelerred, · 25:J.
2226.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roUer-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.

GYMNASTICS COACHES/
DANCE INSTRUCTORS
WANTED:
EARN $750 • $1,500/WEEK
North Crest Gymnastics and Dance \• raise all the money your student
in St. Cloud is seeking energetic; group ~eeds by sponsoring a VISA
positive kid-loving teachers for fund-raiser on yo_ur c_ampus. No
preschool through upper levels of mvest~ent & v~ry l~e time needed.
gymnastics and/or dance. Lower Theres_ no obl!gation, so why not
level; experience a plus, upper l,?vel; ca!! for information today. Call
a must! .Some pos~ions open now, 1-800-323-8454 x95.
some open fall of '98. Call 2513416.

For Sale

LAST CALL FOR SPRING

BREAK
MAZATLAN '98
Saturday Dep. - Round Trip Airfare
7 nights hotel
15 FREE MEALS & FREE
DRINKS
from $429
More trips available due to the
massive response we've received
from Minnesota students!
Huny before these are gone too!!
www.collegetours.com
1-800-395-4896.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 410-783-8275.
PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814. Ask for
Jeff.
COLLEGE STUDENT
to do occasional overnight child and
house sitting -for 2 well-behaved
boys (6 and 8 yrs.·old). Please call
Kristine or Steve at 252-3134 in S.
St. Cloud. (Please provide
references).

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call ~I. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1·800-218-9000 ext R·
3883 for listings.

SPRING BREAK WITH
· MAZATtAN EXPRESS
from $399. Alr, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1-800-3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

NANNIES!
ltve-in--positi'ons •with· Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top _ salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726·3965.

FREE CASH GRANT!
College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. To!I Free
1·800·218-9000 ext. G-3883.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/
RECEPTIONIST
part time with growing company in
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible with
class schedule. Ideal candidate will
be a business or accounting major.
Could lead to post grad. position in
related field. Call Tina or Becky at
612-550-9152.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Employment
GREAT SUMMER JOB!!
working on Great lake's Ofe Boats.
$750/ wk. Plus FREE room & board·.
1·800-445·9492. 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Mon. - Fri.

MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S. E.
location. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
no experience necessary. Part-time,
6:45 · 8:30 a.rn. and 2:00 • 4:15 p.m.
Paid training. $8.50-$10.SOlllr. Call
Spanier Bus 5eivice 251-3313 for
more information. ·

WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253·1154.

STOP.LEGAL PROBLEMS
BEFORE THEY HAPPEN!
call 656-1229, for affordable
answers!

SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

MARKETING ASSISTANT:
local insurance office hiring
individual to help with marketing
program. Duties include preparing
mail pieces and telemarketing.
Flexible hours, part lime; Call for
further detai~. 656-5828.

HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
·sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Coney Island Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one SASE to: N 126, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can rq.ise up to
$1000 by earning a, whopping $5/

6~i:
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FREE T-SHIRT.

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize <{small
group & travel· FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1·800-574-7577.

1982 HONDA ACCORD
asking ·$400. If interested call 202·
1J>30, leave message.
1985 JEEP CHEROKEE
$2,200,
4-WD,
automatic,
dependable, 128M. Luke 529-0084.

Notices
ATTENTION NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENTS:
interested in being part of a CLUB
specifically for non-traditional
students and recognixed by SCSU?
Call the Non-Traditional Student
Coordinator at 255-3171.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
the biblical Jesus did not sacrifice

~:~~:e!~~ f;~~~9ed0 ~o a~~o~~rr

alive. Mere humans really do
sacrifice their lives for others every
single day. They do not get their
lives back. Mere humans are
superior to the christian god in every
way that is morally possiblE!. So why
are we supposed to be impresed by
the Christian god? If the biblical
Jesus took away the sins
(disobediences) of Jhe world, then
why _is there a hell? Dare to
question. Atheism is true.

0
Coward,
, your
anonym~y causes your words to be
futile.
-TR
Looking for love?
Place your ad in the University
Chronicle for this week's edition of
LOVELINES.
It comes out ·Thursday and ads are
only .50 cents a line at five words a
line·. So drop your sweetie a line or
two, or place an ad for your next
date.
Stop by Universfty Chronicle before
Tuesday at noon to place your one
·of .a kind ad.
God love;:; the people of
this world so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that all those
who need me shall have eternal life
and shall never die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

Fall Semest.er Rental5
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartmente.
qult:t;, ccmvt:ntent locations
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PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, ING.
259-4259
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STUDENTS SAVE

20%
EVERY WEDNESDAY
ON All SERVICES.
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
(All services performed by
supervised students).

912 W. St. Germain
Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500
Open Mon.-Sat.

HAIR CUT
$ 2 .5 0
EVERYDAY
With Student 1.D.
No Double Discounts.
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Spring_Erents Coming Soon.
,

by Todd Kanch

Co-Rec Flqor Hockey

REC WRITER

As always, fl6or hockey tends
to provide SOrf!e of the best
recreational activity in the spring
time. For those t~at,participated

Ice Hockey

With finals less then a few
weeks aw,;;, at Campus RecreatiOn
we are already getting ready for the
Spring Quarter. The annual spring
Ice Hockey League will start the·
day classes do on March 9.
This league always presents a
lot of excitement because it is our
last ice event of the year. In order to
get ready for that starting date,
entries will be due on Wednesday,
Feb. 18 . . This league is open to
everybody, but those who have had
past playing experience at an
organized level we recommend
playing at the 'A' level. There will
be a mandatory captains meeting on
Feb. 19, at 5 p.m. At this meeting
we will discuss the ice times•
available and the general rules of
the league. If you are a captain and
unable tq attend the meeting, please
have a team member represent you
and your team. Remember, this is
the last ice activity of the year, so
don't get left out in the cold.

last y~, this ye4''s,leaguc
promises to be b1?ger and better
then ever. The C~mpus Recreation'
staff has been evaluating the rules
and there will be ~ome changes
that should improve the overall .
quality of play. _
The games for floor hockey are
played in the Eastman Gym.
·
Teams consist of men and women·
with at least two of each gender on
the floor, and the fifth person can
be whoever you choose it to be·.
Entries for the league will be due
on March 11, with play starting the
following week. It will be very
important to attend the captains
meeting, because scheduling will
be discussed along .with the
implications of the new rule,!;. '
Floor hockey is a great activity
that can be enjoyed by all. Please
contact us with any questions.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

Racquetball Tourney
Entries Due: Wednesday, Feb. 4
Play Begins: Saturday, Feb. 14

Ice Hockey League
~

Wednesday, Feb. 18
Monday, March 9

Co-Rec Floor Hockey
~ Wednesday, March 11
~

Monday, March 16

~

Wednesday.March 11
Monday, March 16

Co-Rec Wimeball
~
~

Wednesday.March 18
Monday, March 23 .

Racquetball Doubles Tourney
Entries Due· Monday, March 23
Play Begins: Wednesday, March 25

Spring Events Coming
Including:
Softball
Frisbee Golf League
Home run Contest
Carp Classic

Questions?
Visit Our Website at
www.stcloud.msus.edu/

will be here soonec then you·think.

th"is year. For those of you that

has had in a long lime. A number famous _Carp Classic Fishing
of the events that take place in the Tournament. Th}s tourney will be
spring consist of special events_that one of our last events, but proves to
have been created to take advantage be one of the best. The softball
of the spring weather.
league and tourney will both begin
campus Rec. Worked closely in April. Softball usually draws
last year with the St. Cloud Frisbee · close to I00 teams so start getting
Golf League. Frisbee Golf is an your friends together now and
excellent activity that provides both decide when you want to play.
exercise and relaxation.
For those of you that th:it are
The ~!ting for Frisbee Golf is at looking forward to playing some
Riverside Park. The beautiful land tennis once the weather gets warm
setting around the banks of the vie will have a tourney for you. The
Mississippi and the challenge of tennis tourney is the last event of
trying to score par on every hole the year and will be in May.
provides an· activity like no other.
As winter quarter gets ready to
Exercise and relaxation at the same come to a close, remember when
time? Yes it is possible.
you're sitting through those finals
For those of you that need that ·warm weather will be here
something a little faster, our soon enough, along with a lot of
numerous racquetball tourneys great events brought to you by
should provide some great °play. Campus Recreation. If there are
The first tourney starts on Saturday, any questions regarding any events
Feb. 14. Entries for this event our please contact us and we will be
due on Feb. 11. There will also be glad to help you. Good luck with
a doubles tourney in the spring the rest of the Quarter.
starting March 23. March Madness

love playing in the sand over the

summer, this league provides a
great way to get all of those kinks
out.
Entries for the league will be
due on March 11, by 5 p.m .. Play
will start the following week on
Monday. The games will be
played on the main court in the
main gym of Halenbeck Hall.
Many teams from the current four
on four league have said that they
are looking forward to the spring
league.
, The spring league is usually our
largest intramural volleyball event
of the year. The volleyball league
will have two different skill levels.
For those,of you that like the
competitive edge, the 'A' League is
where you want to play. For those
of you that want to get some
exercise while enjoying a
recreational activity we
recommend the 'B' League.

The first Cartoon-A-Thon Incentive Program will be coming to an
end soon. The numbers have been great and many people have stuck
to their new year's resolutions with the help of the program. For
those of you that missed out, a new spring incentive program is in the
works and their will be more details at the start of the spring quarter.
But, for right now, here are the characters that are in good position to
win the contest and take home some of the great prizes offered.
ligger, Garfield and Cart.man are all in great positions after week
three. Thanks again for those that have participated, and remember
to watch for the spring quarter program.

Refs_Are People Too
As I began thinking of what to put in this month's ad I wanted to
include a brief commentary on the people who wear the stripes.
In every single sport I have been associated with throughout the co_urse
of my life I have always played or participated with at least one individual
who was always putting pressure on referee. This trend did not stop
when I got to college, and at times I would find myself being the one
putting the pressure on. I decided in my second year at SCSU that I
would give it a shot, and well the rest is history. I went on to ref, and do
the job that I am doing now.
The one thing I learned as I made the transfer from participant to ref is
how hard it really is to ref, ump, or supervise whatever activity it is. I
would do the best job I could, but it still was not good enough for some
people. As I got older and became more educ~ted from our great
institution I realized that half the time the people that would yell,
complain, or shout four letter words at me were the ones losing, or
frustrated at the way they'were playing or the team was playing.
Regardless of what these people would say to me I would not change
my mind, for if I did I would create a bigger problem. I have seen my
fair share of basketball games, and I have one question for those who
have played and said words to a ref because they were called' for a foul.
Why would you try to debate a judgement tall? The ref has nothing
against you~ that's jul1the way he or she saw it. It is a judgement call, or
should I say an opinion. Thanks, and remember, refs are people too.
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EAST MAN FITNESS I

Co-Rec Volleyball
~

Spring Events

This spring should be one of the · Will you be ready?
·
busiest springs that Campus Rec.
Other Spring events include the

Cartoon-A-Thon Update

AT

CAMPusREc.

~

Co-Rec Volleyball
This is the final Volleyball event
that Campus Recreation will offer
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